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Three Dinner Conversation Starters in a
Pandemic
KATE DELANEY
Pennsylvania was ordered into a statewide shutdown in March. Restaurants, malls, gyms, and all other non-essential businesses closed their
doors. Mom’s yoga classes were cancelled. Dad stopped going into the
office. The shutdown got extended in April. I got the call that the seasonal
restaurant I worked at would not be opening this summer at all. Then the
shutdown was extended again in May. Somewhere in that time, we ran out
of things to say at dinner.
Every night at 6 pm, we sat down to eat, three plates laid out on a
dark wood table built for six. Mom and Dad always cooked together on the
laminate countertops of our kitchen while the news played from a computer in the background. “Kate, dinner!” came the shout when the meal was
ready. I was always a picky eater, occasionally swapping cereal for whatever
the main course was and refusing point blank to eat the salad, which always
came at the end because “That’s the European way!” according to my parents. Mom didn’t like the way Dad watched her eat when he inevitably finished his plate before she could even touch her salad. She thought he stared
less when they didn’t sit across from each other and besides, she liked looking out through the dining room window into the neighbor’s yard across
the street, so she took the head of the table. Dad sat across from me but still
managed to turn his whole body in his seat to stare at my mother when he
had finished eating. He never stared at me. They had gotten used to eating
meals for two.
Every dinner began with my mother asking, “So what’s new for
everybody?”
The answering “Nothing” came in unison, both my father and I
mumbling the word.
“Anybody got anything on their schedule for tomorrow?”
“No.”
The conversation ended.
I could’ve said my plan for tomorrow would be the same one I
had every day in quarantine: take my virtual class from my room, have a
smoothie in my room, maybe do a YouTube exercise video still in my room
until the call for dinner came. My parents had established their own corners of the house too, my mother working from a plush chair in the living
room and my dad taking over her office. She didn’t like much that he took
her office, but his work involved more Zoom calls than hers did so she
6
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grudgingly accepted it.
One dinner in April, I watched as my father scooped a forkful of
rice, chicken, and corn all into one big clump before popping it into his
mouth, and I couldn’t stop myself from asking — “Why do you that?”
“Do what?” he said, not looking up at me.
“You mix all your food together. You don’t eat the chicken first,
and then the corn, and then the rice?”
“No,” he said. “That’s so much less efficient. Is that what you
do?”
“Yes,” I said resolutely. “I like to taste just one thing at a time.”
“I kind of skip between everything,” my mother said, moving
the food around on her plate. “I’ll take a bit of the chicken, and then
the corn, and then go back to the chicken.”
“No, no, no,” I protested. “That’s not right at all.”
Dad finally looked up at me, smiling through his mouthful of
food. “I think you’re just weird, Kate. I can’t believe I never knew you
eat like that.”
“Well, maybe if you watched Kate eat instead of me, you’d have
noticed, Kevin,” my mother said, rolling her eyes at him.
“You’re right! So many strange eating patterns going on right below
my nose. Completely changes my view of my daughter! Don’t even know
who you are anymore!” He waggled his fork at me and we laughed.
“You’re right,” Mom answered dryly. “I guess we really just don’t
know each other at all.”
I laughed, but as we cleared our plates that night, I wondered how
much I really knew about my parents.
I knew my parents met at their summer job while they were both
in college, working the toll booths at Jones Beach in Long Island, New
York. I knew my Dad had been so shy on their first date, he barely said a
word and my mom whistled to fill the silence. I knew my brown eyes and
dark eyelashes and thick hair were my mother’s. I knew my fair skin and
the freckles that peppered my nose in the summer were all Dad. I knew
my dad used to be a sociology professor at a university before moving into
a more administrative position there. I knew my mother used to work
in publishing when I was born, then was an elementary school librarian, before applying for the Korean-based ESL website she works for now.
But what they were like when they were my age, their favorite movies and
books, how they lived before I was born, the parents my brothers knew — I
had no idea about any of that.
“Who do you think knows you guys the best out of me, Jack, and
Connor?” I asked my parents thoughtfully as I dried the dishes. They
glanced at each other.
7

glanced at each other.
				
***
I have always been painfully aware that I’m the youngest child. We
were all four years apart in school. Connor was born in 1990, Jack in 1994
and I came last in 1999.
“Jack and I are five years apart, technically,” I liked to correct my
parents when they explained to people that we were all born four years
apart. “It’s just that Connor and Jack were born late in the year and I was
born early, so it seems like four years, but it’s actually five.” My parents
would wave away the correction and continue on.
I usually described my brothers in simple terms. “Connor’s the
athletic one, Jack’s the smart one, and I’m just kind of different,” I explained
to friends, most of whom didn’t believe I even had two brothers, since
Connor left for college when I was ten and they’d never seen him before.
I knew in my head that when I said I was “different,” what I really meant
was “not as good”. While my brothers practiced lacrosse in the backyard,
slinging balls as hard as they could against the stone of the house for hours,
I quit every sport I tried. I took their old report cards from the drawer in
the living room where my mom stuffed them and compared mine side by
side. Jack’s grades were always just slightly better than mine. In high school,
Connor played varsity soccer and lacrosse and came home one night from
sleeping over at a teammate’s house with his ears pierced. Four years later,
Jack made the JV lacrosse team, got elected president of the school’s National Honors Society chapter, and got asked to the senior prom twice.
When it was finally my turn to enter high school, Connor was entering the
job market. I joined the marching band. I immersed myself in learning the
flute because I could at last have an identifier—the musical sibling.
Jack and Connor had always been able to relate more. They worked
at the same bagel shop when they were in high school, they played the
same sports, they knew the same people. When Jack graduated college,
Connor got him a job at his company, in the same department. They lived
five minutes away from each other in Boston. They lived five hours away
from my parents and me. When I graduated from high school that same
year, I stopped playing my instrument. I had given up.
Somewhere along the way, I started calculating my lost time and
realized my biggest disadvantage as the youngest.
At my grandfather’s funeral, my mother, father, Jack, Connor, and
I all sat in the stiff chairs set out in front of his casket. Everyone was laughing.
“Do you remember that awful duck tie he used to wear?” My
mother giggled. “He loved that thing so much. And the way he always
called everyone on their birthday and had ‘As the Saints Come Marching’
8
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queued up to play on his computer for you? You could barely hear it,
the sound was so bad, but he’d still do it every year.”
“What was the name of that old dog he and Grandma had when we
were kids, Mom?” Connor asked. “The one that he’d feed corn on the cob
to all the time?”
“Oh, god, Lucy. He loved that dog, treated her like a princess. That’s
just the kind of person he was.”
“Oh, yeah, I remember Lucy!” Jack laughed. “A poodle, right?”
“Yeah, probably the most spoiled poodle ever,” Mom said. “You
remember her, don’t you, Kate?”
“No,” I said. “No, I don’t really remember.”
I did the math. Connor got 27 years with Grandpa, Jack got 23, I
got 18.
				
***
“I’m not sure which of you knows us best,” Mom said carefully as
she coated the leftover chicken in plastic wrap. “Maybe Connor, since he’s
the oldest. But he also lives furthest away. Maybe it’ll be you by the time
this quarantine is over.” She laughed.
I nodded, thinking carefully. I had so many questions and a seemingly never-ending quarantine to ask them. My virtual classes had ended. I
didn’t have a job. I spent most of my time planning for August, when I got
to go back to school. It seemed highly unlikely coronavirus was going away
before then.
The next day at dinner, I waited until the silence fell over us again. 		
“When did you guys get married?” I asked.
“When we were 25,” my mom answered. “1986. Why?”
“Just curious!” I said. “I realized I didn’t know.” Under the table, I
typed the date into my phone so I wouldn’t forget. “What was the best part
about your wedding?”
“Oh god, probably when it was over.” My mom laughed, looking
over at Dad. “Do you remember, Kev, how my uncle got completely wasted
at the rehearsal dinner? He was throwing punches in my parents’ front
yard at anyone who came near him. I think the neighbors might have even
called the cops.”
“Yeah, I remember that!” Dad laughed. “And remember your Aunt
Judy was dating that awful guy at the time? That was before he went crazy
and started adopting all those cats. Think he got a black eye trying to stop
your uncle. And then everybody showed up to the wedding the next day
completely embarrassed and hungover.”
“What a nightmare! I think that overshadowed the wedding completely. We were so focused on making the whole thing as cheap as possible. We did it in a little church by my parents’ house. My dad had just
9

gotten laid off and Kevin was a PhD student, so none of us could afford a
very big wedding. It was honestly more of a relief when it was over. Not
that the honeymoon was any better.” Mom laughed over her water.
“Oh, you’re right. I don’t think I’ve ever seen you so sick as during
that airplane ride to Hawaii! The whole thing was pretty rough.”
“But look where we are, 34 years later!” Mom said. “Now we’re the
crazy relatives, not leaving our house all day!” We all laughed.
Even though we never did seem to leave our little stone house in
our quiet neighborhood, we couldn’t ignore the way that the coronavirus
was creeping its way across the country. The New York Times headlines
blared up from the kitchen table one Saturday in June: “A Nursing Home’s
64-Day Covid Siege: ‘They’re All Going to Die,’” “We Don’t Just Need to
Connect—We Need to Reconnect,” “For Older People, Despair, as Well as
Covid-19, Is Costing Lives.” I glanced at my parents, noticing the way my
mother’s hands had gained new wrinkles. My dad’s 60th birthday had been
that month. Did he always have white hair? When did it start losing its
color? I can’t remember.
				
***
My parents’ bedroom is at the back corner of our house, the end of
the hallway where the lights don’t reach, and while we kids were never exactly forbidden to enter, it certainly wasn’t encouraged. When I was seven,
Connor was sixteen and left in charge of Jack and me for the night while
my parents went out for their anniversary. I got ready for a night alone in
my room, thinking my brothers wouldn’t want to hang out with me. But
Connor swung the door closed behind my parents with a “Have fun!” and
immediately turned to me.
“We’re playing hide-and-seek,” he informed me. I smiled. That was
my favorite, but no one ever wanted to play with me.
Jack groaned. “Do we have to? That game is for babies.”
“Yes, Jack,” Connor said, turning to glare at him. “You have to!”
He placed a hand over his eyes. “I’m counting! You both better go run and
hide!”
I squealed, taking off for the upstairs while Jack rolled his eyes and
headed to the basement. I opened the door to my parents’ bedroom with
trembling fingers. I shouldn’t be in here, but this would be the last room
Connor would check. The room was dark and shadowy, the big bed in the
middle the perfect height off the ground for monsters to hide beneath. But
I steeled my courage and headed for the bathroom. My parents shared a
big, wicker hamper that took up too much space between the towel rack
and the shower. I climbed in, feeling the plastic lining of the inside against
my toes. The hamper had an attached lid that I swung over myself, closing
myself in the warm darkness. The hamper muffled the sounds of Connor,
10
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yelling from the downstairs, “Ready or not, here I come!”
I heard his footsteps clambering downstairs, the gleeful shout that
meant he had found Jack a few seconds later. I heard the two pairs of footsteps, the opening and closing of doors as they started moving through the
house. But after a while, the sound disappeared as they went towards the
front of the house. I pressed my ear against the hamper, trying to listen. As
the minutes ticked by, I couldn’t hear my brothers but I swore I felt something prickling at my back.
I burst out of the hamper, flicking on the light to the bathroom.
They could find me all they wanted, but I wasn’t staying in that creepy
hamper any longer. I shut the door, at least. As I sat on the cold tile of the
bathroom floor, I started getting bored waiting for someone to find me.
I got up, running my hand on the cool porcelain of the sink. I opened the
cabinet below the sink, rifling through the boxes and bottles.
“Kate?” Connor’s voice came from the bedroom, the doorknob
rattling. He and Jack came into the bathroom, finding me sprawled on the
floor surrounded by the contents of the cabinet.
“What’s this?” I asked, holding up a box.
Jack took it from my fingers. “It’s Mom’s hair dye,” he told me.
“And this?”
“Dad’s pills, I think,” Connor said, looking at the clear box of medications organized by the day in my hand.
“What do they use these for?”
“I don’t know,” Jack shrugged, kneeling and beginning to stack everything back into the cabinet. “Adult things. That’s what people start to use
when they get old.”
“Old?” My eyebrows furrowed. I had never thought of my parents
as old before. Did that mean they were going to die soon? A different kind
of fear squeezed at my chest.
Connor laughed. “You’re the youngest, so you better get used to
Mom and Dad always being old for your age. Come on, let’s play again.
Jack, you count.”
				
***
I tossed The New York Times into the recycling pile, clearing the
table as I set places for dinner that night. The headlines still bothered me
even from the trash. When we sat down to eat, I began a new line of questioning. “So, who do you think will be the one to take care of you guys
when you’re older out of me, Jack, and Connor?”
My dad laughed. We were having chicken noodle soup. He let his
spoon drop back into the bowl. “You planning on committing us to a home
sometime soon?”
“No!” I said, blowing the soup in my spoon to cool it. “Just
11

wondering.”
“Probably you,” Mom said, thinking. “I feel like the daughter always
gets stuck with it. I can’t really picture Connor or Jack doing it. Maybe if
they were closer to us, they would.”
“Hmm,” I said. “Yeah, maybe.” I take another spoonful before asking the next question.
“If you were on life support, how long do you think you’d want to
stay on it before pulling the plug?”
“Jesus.” Mom laughed this time. “That’s morbid.”
“Well, I just need to know! In case. You never know what could
happen, and someone has to know what you’d want.”
“I don’t know,” Dad said. “A month? Three months? Definitely not a
year, that’s way too long.”
“Okay, got it,” I said, cringing before my next question. “And you
guys are organ donors, right?”
“Yes,” Mom said.
“And you’d want to donate everything? Like what about your skin?
And your eyes? Sometimes they want that too.” I’d been watching a lot of
Grey’s Anatomy that week, and it seemed like a fairly common question.
Dad sighed. “Sure, why not? We’re being cremated anyway.”
I nodded. “Then where would you want the ashes scattered?”
Mom laughed. “Okay, enough of this. You can find that information
in our will when we die. Right now, you don’t have to worry about it.”
I sighed and went back to my soup. “It sucks being the youngest.”
“What? I thought we were planning our deaths.” Dad squinted at
me from across the table.
“Well, I’m just saying, Connor and Jack will always have had more
time with you than I will! That doesn’t seem fair.” I could hear the whine in
my own voice.
“Maybe you should see this quarantine as your opportunity to
make up for lost time, then,” Mom said. “Unless we all get coronavirus and
die, of course.” Nobody laughed, just fidgeted slightly in our seats. We continued the meal quietly.
But the questions kept coming, night after night, just as the news of
coronavirus hitting more and more people kept coming, night after night.
Little by little, at twenty-one years old, I started getting to know my parents.
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A Paternal Tribute to Long Ago and Far
Away
JENNA L. PAVIS
Time and time again
I have yearned to cast myself
headfirst
into the sea of photographs
that tell tall tales about your past,
your gargantuan family,
and the way things used to be
long ago and far away.

Perhaps it’s too painful
Or a pipe dream to you now,
better to be put on a shelf
in good health and good time,
untainted by the suffering to come,
long ago and far away.

But I want to know the brown-eyed boy
who rarely spoke up at the dinner table
and suppressed a grin at Christmastime
and accidently set the offering aflame at church
and pranked the nuns in grammar school
long ago and far away.
Perhaps we could gallivant around the city
and you, the shy teenager with the afro,
could show me Great Kills
before it was consumed by commercialism,
before 66 Sycamore was more than a memory,
before loved ones began to spiral downhill,
before I was even a glint in your eye,
long ago and far away.
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Let’s grab Uncle Matthew
and take a spontaneous trip up to Katahdin
where we can picnic in the solstice of the woods
and take turns playing some accordion
just for kicks and giggles,
long ago and far away.
But I know you’d rather not
embark on a brief pilgrimage
to the people and places in these pictures,
so I suppose I’ll have to be satisfied
with a rain check for the near future
and make no further inquiries
about long ago and far away.
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Autumn’s City
JENNA L. PAVIS
Secluded in the arms of bare branches
which rule over millions of fallen leaves,
hustling to and fro to their desired locations,
like pedestrians before the pandemic,
I examine autumn’s city
from the seclusion of my farmhouse porch.

How lucky to be a distant member
of the only city in the country
that can function during a lockdown,
equipped with the wise leadership of maple trees
that guide its citizens
with both kindness and authority.
Politicians in positions of power
and the impatient population
would do well to take a cue.

Throughout the spring and summer
anxious green leaves awaited
their turn for a glorious freedom
that exceeded no limits or boundaries.

But the clever maples clung to their citizens
with omnipotence and assertion,
confident in the decision
to release them back into the city,
back into the arms of their friends and neighbors,
come the changing of the seasons.
And so the time came for rejoicing,
for embraces and laughter,
for swirls and twirls and fresh opportunities,
thanks to the implicit understanding and trust
between leaders and citizens alike.
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As I watch the leaf children and their parents
play countless games of ring-around-the-rosy
and the wise maples sway with the citizens
to the live concert featuring folk songs
by the whistling wind herself,
it’s clear that the human race
must model themselves after autumn’s city.
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Tuesday Night Jam Sessions in the Early
2000s
HALLIE S. WILK
The burden of the day always dispersed with dancing,
And music anchored our liminal space.

So every Tuesday Night,
My mother cooked spaghetti and meatballs for dinner,
And our family swayed to “Whipped Cream” on the dusty speakers for
dessert,
Spooning saxophone solos into our ears like melted chocolate to the
tongue.
From inside my mother’s womb, and when I slept as a baby,
My parents bestowed my belonging on me through lyrics:

“On the day that you were born, the angels got together,
		
And decided to create a dream come true.”
To when I finally learned to crawl, and then stand,
Then walk. Eventually, balter to the same songs:
“She’s as sweet as Tupelo Honey,
She’s an angel, of the first degree,”

When I was young, in my father’s downstairs office,
Where fuzzy darkness hung from the popcorn ceiling down to the rug,
The only lighting in the room fluorescent, from his computers.
My sister and I twirled to “Zorba the Greek”
And paused on a different pose for every beat of the background
drum.

Our father told us to listen for how each instrument embellishes an
arrangement:
To thank the trumpet for the tension it could build,
And acknowledge the guitar for stringing the tone of an entire piece.
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He told us how music could control your heart rate and pulse,
How twists in tempo demand physiological congruence.
My reverie was found in melody,
And is now.
I am still safe in the arms of music,
Spellbound by rhythm and sound.

1. Morrison, Van “Tupelo Honey,” 1971. Song.
2. Herb Albert & the Tijuana Brass “Zorba the Greek,” 1965. Song.
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Dead of Night
JACKIE MCMAHON

As she lay awake in bed, her mind too filled with terror to
relent to sleep, Cora clutched the kitchen knife even tighter under her
pillow. The handle of the knife felt too large and heavy in her small
palm, but she would rather bear its weight than the possible repercussions of being without it. The air felt too quiet, too still, and she could
only hear the sound of her shallow breathing. Her body tensed as
headlights floated behind the window shades, but the car passed without stopping, and Cora shuddered. It was after two a.m. and the world
rested, but she did not. Could not.
Every time she closed her eyes, she saw his face. Lying there in
the utter darkness, she could almost feel his hot breath on her face as
he leaned over her, stinking like an overripe fruit. She hated him like
she had never hated anyone in her entire life. She hated his fat fingers
and his bad breath and his beady eyes and his yellow teeth. She had
not known her small body was capable of containing so much visceral dislike. She wished she had a time machine, like a character in a
book, so she could rewind the clock seven years and have never met
him. Every bad thing she had experienced in her life, every fear, every
nightmare, originated in that moment, when he had walked in their
front door and smiled his stupid smile, patting her on the head. Hi, the
monster had said to her. I’m Gerard.
Cora felt the hairs on the back of her neck prickle. Someone
was coming. For a moment, terror seized her heart, but she forced
herself to sit up. She knew she had to be brave. She could not spend
her life cowering in the dark. Cora stared at the doorknob as it twisted,
and she lifted her knife.
“Whoa, whoa,” A familiar voice whispered. “Are you going to
stab me?”
She exhaled, and her knife clattered to the mattress. “May.”
Her sister’s body was cast in shadow and she stepped inside
the bedroom, the door closing behind her. “Where did you get that
knife from anyway?”
“The kitchen,” Cora said like it was obvious.
She could tell without seeing that May was rolling her eyes at
her smart ass remark. She sat down on the edge of the bed, one slim
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leg tucked under her body, seeming poised and beautiful even in such
a simple gesture. Cora looked at her elder sister the way one might
examine a Caravaggio or Van Gogh. May was twenty-two and she
seemed like a sophisticated adult. She studied at the local community
college and waited tables at a bar frequented by the rowdy trucker
crowd. She dyed her hair in the kitchen sink, read poetry from her battered book of Sylvia Plath that she once dropped in the bathtub, and
drank cups of five-dollar wine from corkless glass bottles. She had lips
pink as oleander, eyebrows that always seemed arched in displeasure,
and Cora worshipped her.
They had been the best of friends once. It felt so long ago now.
Even though May was nearly ten years older, she had been a good big
sister. Cora’s earliest memory was of being carted around by May like
a baby doll, her silent shadow wherever she went. May’s name was
her first word. At three, she rubbed her lip gloss all over her face in an
effort to look like her. At six, she cried when May got her first boyfriend and told her she couldn’t go to the movies with them. She still
remembered how May used to roll her eyes and kiss her. You’re annoying, She’d say. But I’d do anything for you. I’d help you hide the body. At
the time, she hadn’t understood what that meant, the weight of it.
That was the year Gerard came into their lives. He was husband
number four. May’s dad had been one, Cora’s three, and they’d supposed Gerard would stick around as long as the others had. Gerard is
different, their mother had said over their TV trays one night. You’ll see.
And Gerard was different indeed. Their mother’s friends told them
they were lucky to have a stepfather who seemed to care about them
so much. How sweet, they crooned in high-pitched coos. What a good
guy. Their mother framed their wedding photos over the fireplace, his
arm around Cora’s slim waist, his mouth against May’s cheek while
she stared down at her bouquet of plastic flowers.
Slowly May became more distant, moody even. She drifted in
and out of Cora’s life like a phantom. Sometimes Cora wondered if she
had even been there at all, or if she’d imagined it all like some kind of
hallucination, a mirage in the middle of the sweltering desert.
Now, May’s hands grabbed her shoulders, her fingers suddenly seeming impossibly frail. Her black nail polish had chipped to
the point of almost nonexistence. May always bit her nails when she
was afraid. “Are you all right?” She asked, voice breaking. Cora tried to
speak but found that her voice was failing her. She could not think of a
time she had been farther from all right.
“I’m better now,” she settled on.
May’s hug was strong enough to take her breath away and
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Cora burrowed her face into her hair, inhaling the smell of her, more
welcome than Gerard’s stench. May smelled like smoke and earth and
home. Her lips on Cora’s temple were soft as a whisper. “I should’ve
killed him years ago. I should’ve driven a knife into his eye the first
time he looked at me like…”
Somewhere in the distance, a siren wailed. Cora wondered if it
was the police and where they were going. Not here, she thought. Until
tonight, he had been one of them.
“May?”
“Yeah?”
“I never realized. How much blood is in a person.”
They told her in school there were five liters of blood in the
average adult human, but she didn’t realize how much that really was,
or how hot and sticky it would feel when it covered her body and her
clothes and her bedspread. It seemed so odd to her that someone
like him still had flesh and veins and a heart, and that she could make
it stop beating, just like that. She hadn’t even expected to do it. She
thought the knife would make him finally leave her alone. But then
he was there, stinking of alcohol, and the knife had wedged between
his shoulder blades as easy as if she were cutting a cake, and his body
had collapsed on top of hers in an entirely different way.
She didn’t think it would be so easy. To kill the big bad wolf.
May was looking at her through the dark, and Cora feared that
she would see revulsion on her face, but there was none. “I’m sorry,”
her sister said. “I should have protected you better. I didn’t think he
would…” She swallowed. “I didn’t think.”
Cora shifted in bed and she almost felt like the blood was still
there, despite how long she had scrubbed and scrubbed waiting for
May to return. “Am I a bad person now?”
“No, Cor. He was a bad person, but you aren’t.”
“He said no one would believe me.”
“I believe you.” Three words, and yet they were everything she
needed to hear. It could not take back the events of tonight, or the past
seven years, but with her sister’s arms around her, she felt comforted.
She felt safe. Cora wished she could wrap herself in this moment, wear
it like armor, to be protected when the fear and the pain and the loss
returned. She did not know what was coming when the sun rose in a
few hours, but for now, in her sister’s embrace, she could pretend they
were the only two people in the world. That they had never been hurt.
That evil had never touched them.
“Come on now,” May’s voice was quiet and light, full of tenderness she had never known. “Go back to sleep. It’s past your bedtime.”
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The Moment I Knew I Loved My Brother
LYNDSEY NEDROW

I lie in a reality
I no longer recognize
with blurry vision
and a spinning mind.
My lungs are tired runners
frantically reaching for air
as soon as they quickly
push breath out.
Dad, the bearer of your heavy news,
holds it and me
in tired arms
I do not feel.
I do not feel. Breathe,
I do not hear, breathe,
Dad now teaching me how to
breathe.
I remember you and me fighting
about anything
and nothing at all
as brother and sister do.
You were mean to Mom
so I was mean to you.
Mom loves you
why can’t you see that?
Brother, why couldn’t you
bother to love her
back?
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Full of hatred towards
a brother I never
thought I had, I wished
you would just go
away.

Now imagining you
in the hospital room
without even your shoelaces
as a precaution,
imagining you imagine
a world better in your absence,
I wish you to
stay.

Brother, why can’t you
bother to love yourself
back?
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Dolce e con Affetto
MADELEINE M. NEIMAN

Perched on the edge of a piano bench, a young woman extended her arms. Above her, rain pattered softly on a skylight, the gray
afternoon muting the already pale walls of the studio. A dimly glowing
lamp, set atop the upright instrument, ensured that the young woman
could see her sheet music, her hands, and the exact moment that her
knuckles knocked loudly against the keyboard lid. She winced. A tug
on the back of the bench brought her attention to a young man
seated on the folding chair beside her.
“You’re a little too close,” he said.
“Right.” She shoved backward, her ears objecting to the scrape
of wooden legs on linoleum tiles. Abruptly, she turned to him. “You
don’t have to do this, really. I can wait until Mrs. Shelley’s feeling better. I’m sure you have better things –”
“You’re here, so we might as well –”
“Right.”
She raised her arms again. Two fingers, not her own, pushed
gently on the underside of her right wrist. With a sharp breath, she
adjusted so that only her fingertips balanced on the keys, her hands
arched as if palming identical apples. Straightening her spine and
forcing herself to ignore the way the young man curved his own as he
relaxed in his seat, she reread the first line of the music before her. Six
beats per measure. Two sharps: F and C. Key of D Major. Tempo:
dolce e con affetto. Dolce? Was that singingly? No, sweetly. And con affetto? With emotion. Affection or fondness, maybe.
“Whenever you’re ready.”
She began. Her left hand held a steady chord tied between measures by sweeping black lines on the page. Her right climbed up the
keyboard with smooth, unhurried eighth notes. She trilled between a
high D and C sharp, then glided downward again. The valley between
her left pinky and ring fingers ached as she reached for a wider chord.
Her right hand floated off the keys at the end of a phrase and – he
coughed. She fumbled the next bass chord, her middle finger crashing
onto an erroneous black key and spawning a sour sound. She paused.
From the corner of her eye, she watched him reach for a water
bottle by his feet, the movement bringing his head close to her hip.
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Water sloshed inside the metal container as he lifted it to his lips.
Outside, rain drummed heavily against the ceiling’s glass panes. The
young woman swallowed. With steadier fingers, she fixed the bass
chord and played the following two phrases softly. Determined to
withstand further distractions, she focused on the tricky rhythm of
the next measure and the flat she tended to forget in practice, the long
crescendo that made her think of a rising tide and the back-and-forth
pattern that reminded her of a heated argument and the swirling
section that conjured images of tornadoes, the brief uptick in tempo
and the notes that she needed to remember as she turned the – their
fingers collided at the corner of the page.
“My fault,” he said and dropped his hand. “I thought I’d help.”
“Oh.” She dropped her hand, too. “I usually do it myself. Mrs.
Shelley never wears her glasses, so she can’t tell when…” She gestured
to the unturned page.
He nodded. “She’s the same way at my lessons. That’s why I
thought I’d turn it for you. If you want.”
“No,” she said, then, at the closed-off look on his face, forced
herself to gently add, “thank you. I can do it myself.”
“Of course.”
He reclined back in his chair, and she reset her posture on the
bench. Her toes bumped into the pedals before she locked her feet in
place. Scanning over the last few lines of the page, she searched for a
place to pick the melody up again. For a moment, she could see only
black ink on off-white paper, nothing of the notation that spelled out
a language she spoke with her hands, nothing that told her what to
say. But then she blinked, and the pages contained symbols and letters
once more. There, maybe, she could resume after the left hand lost the
fight and before the wind kicked up dust in the storm.
The young man’s voice rang out with the first note she played.
“This is awkward, right?”
Her fingers slid off the keys in surprise and sudden relief.
When she glanced at him, he had a slight smile and raised eyebrows, a
cautious invitation. She sighed gratefully and accepted.
“Super awkward.”
He laughed, and her soul warmed at the dearly missed sound.
“I really thought I could make it through this.” His fingers combed
through his hair, tumbling it into disarray. “Do you want to just stop
here? It’s not like you need my help. You’re Rachmaninoff compared to
me.”
“Sure, if Rachmaninoff played with drooping wrists,” she
said jokingly, brandishing her right arm at him. She pretended that she
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couldn’t still feel the press of his fingertips on her pulse.
“You would’ve fixed it yourself eventually.” He shrugged, but his
grin became unrepentant. “I saw an opportunity.”
The lilt of his voice quieted some of the tension that had thrummed
within her from the first sight of him in the instructor’s chair. Some, but
not all. She imagined part of her would always feel a little out of tune
around him, her nerves like strings stretched too tightly.
“I think I’d rather be Clara Schumann than Rachmaninoff,” she
said, letting her fingers brush along the keys. The instinct to grab her music
and run had faded to a faint suggestion.
“We still have twenty minutes.” He pushed his seat back until he
seemed less the scrutinizing teacher and more the attentive audience member. “I promise not to try and turn any more pages for you.”
Smiling as she positioned her hands at the starting notes, the young
woman felt unmistakably brighter. Heavy clouds still dimmed the room,
and the lamp’s golden radius hadn’t grown. The change, she realized as her
eyes traced the familiar story tilting and swooping across the page, came
from the music itself. Swelling tides sounded more like flowers, blooming
en masse under warm May sunlight; harsh arguments seemed instead to be
the gentle teasing of a friendship tipping into something maybe (could it
be?) more; and spiraling tornadoes rather resembled dancers, twirling until
their heads and hearts were light and fizzy with the endlessness of a moment, of being caught up in a song.
Or maybe the music hadn’t changed. Maybe her interpretation of it
had.
“Whenever you’re ready, Clara.”
She began again. Sweetly with affection.
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Ode to a Second Moon
JULIA CHIN

A second moon hangs in blue morning light.
It is haunting yellow, inlaid with a star at its center of gravity
and black Roman numerals round the rim,
harking back to the Latin race, those worshipers of
planets and pantheons, who once conquered this island Briton.
The flaxen moon I speak of is, in fact,
not a moon at all, but the backlit face of a clock.
I climbed the innards of the tower in August
and stood in the pocket of space behind that glazed glass.
Just like the real moon, this one is much larger
than you’d believe simply from seeing it at a distance below,
a luminescent orb you could wrap up in your fist
and bring home to America as a genuine English souvenir.
This is what I tell myself at 7:06 on this Thursday morning,
welcoming the mild rainfall onto my tired brow,
seagulls softly cawing in flight overhead and pavement
everywhere glistening wet and bright in yellow lamplight.
It is exactly one month,
one complete cycle of the moon’s waxings and wanings
before I fly the fragile nest of my three-and-a-half-month home.
Staring at the clock of this Gothic abbey is reminiscent
of Peter Pan and the Darling children who believed in fairies,
who acquired enough magic to fly past the hands of Big Ben.
Sadly, I am not a Lost Boy and must grow up
as time continues on in the world beyond Bath’s cobblestones.
We all knew we had to leave Neverland at some point.
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Bright Light
DEMARO A. RICKETTS

Dear Ms. McCaw,
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I miss you a lot. Like everyone else at Parkway Northwest, you were
my favorite teacher. Not just because you were the most creative
teacher, the most lenient, or the one with all the love to give, but because you saved my life.
I just want to say thank you for being so loving, because your
love for people is what saved me. You’re probably puzzled right now,
and I’ll explain everything in a second, but first I want to remind you
about my first time seeing you cry. The first time I saw you cry was in
9th grade in World History. Man, I loved that class, I still have all my
current events papers and the 2016 presidential election bracket. 		
Anyways, it was a Friday afternoon, everyone was tired and
just wanted to go home. I think it was our last class of the day too.
Which made it worse because no one paid attention in 8th period on
a Friday. I remember Fridays being current events days and we were
discussing police brutality, but people were having side conversations and you stopped talking. When the class got quiet you spoke in a
stern voice, “This is reality and I am here trying to have a conversation
about injustice and people are being disrespectful. This can happen
to you at any time. Most of you know people who are locked up and
yet you choose to have side conversations. Someone I love is locked
up right now.” Your voice cracked, your face was red, and the tears
started to trickle. The class was completely still, no papers moving,
no whispers, nothing. Then you continued, “My boyfriend Marcus was
arrested a year ago for illegal possession of marijuana in New Jersey.
What hurts is that it was my car, I was driving, the weed was on the
dashboard and the New Jersey cops who are FUCKING boring pulled
me over for a FUCKING turn signal! The cops arrested Marcus and
gave me a ticket. A FUCKING ticket!”
You cried harder as you explained that Marcus hadn’t had a
court hearing in almost a year, and it was killing you because you were
just as guilty as he was, but because he was black and you are white he
paid the bigger price. I sat there looking at you and feeling sorry, I saw
the guilt and pain that you carried. The only thing I could say in my
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head was, damn... she loves us.
While I got the message of your story, I had one question,
why didn’t he grab the weed? Logically if he had hidden it the cops
wouldn’t know you had it, and he would be free, so again why didn’t
he grab it? I carried this question for two years as I listened to you talk
about him and how his case was moving along, I saw his old pictures
on your desk, and he was even your wallpaper. And I still questioned
why he didn’t grab it. Until in 11th grade when Khalil Stanford, got
locked up for “talking back to the police”, which turned out to be him
confronting the cop about an illegal stop. By the way, RIP Khalil, gone
too soon. I’m not sure if you heard, but he died in April of this year. He
had an argument with someone, they left, came back and shot him
twice. It’s a cold, brutal world. Anyways, the morning we found out
why Khalil was arrested, I remember you walking into the classroom
glumly and saying we weren’t doing history today. Your improvised
lesson was what saved my life and answered my question.
You pulled out the book Arrest-Proof Yourself by Dale Carson
and said, “When I first met Marcus, he was reading this book. This exact book. The title caught my eyes and so we started talking about the
book. Since then I have read this book three times, and it gives me
goosebumps every time.” The book was written by an ex-cop who was
retired. In the book, he talked about his time in the police force, arresting minorities, and how to avoid being arrested.
Ms. McCaw, you continued your introduction of the book by
saying, “This is a manual, and I want everyone to listen and understand what it is saying. There should be no talking or cell phones out.”
You stopped and looked around, then you stared at Khalil’s empty seat
and nodded your head in pain. I was sitting in the front, so it wasn’t
hard to see the tears form in your eyes. I felt the sadness circulating
the room. Your saliva stretched between both lips as you started
speaking: “In the book the officer details how cops are seen as a hero
when arresting a black person. Did you hear that? They are seen as a
hero; your villain is also seen as a white hero.” I don’t remember everything, but you talked about how officers get a better performance
report when they arrested more people. You wiped your tears and
read a section and said, “Police are targeting African Americans. You
guys know this! You see the cop cars sitting on the corners of your
block! A person from my community will never be able to identify an
undercover car as quickly as you and I can!” I smiled and shook my
head because I knew it was true.You sounded like a pastor on Sunday.
Then we got into the bulk of your topic, how to avoid being
arrested. You spoke about how when a cop pulls us over, we should
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Please! If an officer pulls you over don’t make any sudden moves! DO NOT
MOVE! If you move, you give them a reason to shoot! And I am begging
you, keep your hands where they can see them.” You were right. We see it
on television every day, we hear about killings, and we saw it in the movie,
The Hate You Give.
One wrong move. That’s all it took. The class said nothing and
everyone’s eyes were locked on you. You talked about how we should be
extremely polite and never try to be smart with the cops. “If they say step
out of the car, just step out, that’s it. Do not ask why! And before
you step out make it clear that you are stepping out. And whatever happens, Do Not Resist. That is how most people get arrested! By resisting or
questioning the officer’s ability to do their job you are undermining them.
And that’s why Khalil is in custody right now. He may have been right, but
the cop said step out. He asked why and now he is locked up for resisting
arrest.”
We were all quietly listening to you lecture us when Bryon raised
his hand and said, “So we should be their bitch?”
“Does it keep you alive and free? He wants your manhood, let him
have it,” you replied.
“Fuck that! If I can’t beat his ass imma run,” yelled a voice from the
back. The class giggled. And you got angry, “Do not run! What did I say
don’t move! If you run, you look guilty. Even if you are innocent, running
makes you look guilty.” You stopped talking and started crying again, we
sat there watching you cry for two minutes. The bell rang, “Wait, no one
move,” you said, “If you take nothing from today remember do not run or
move. Stand still, do as you are told, and keep your hands where they can
see them.” Jada got up, gave you a hug and everyone followed suit. That was
one of the saddest days in your class, but I needed it for what
was to come.
It was a Friday afternoon in November, about a month since you
gave us the talk in class. Usually on Fridays, my cousin and I would go to
my grandmother’s house to spend the weekend with her. By 4pm she would
call and bombard me with questions, “Are you coming to mama? What
time are you going to be there? Are you taking the game? Where should
we get food?” My replies were often the same, “Yes I’m coming to mama,
I’ll be there soon. Yes I’m taking the game, and I don’t know what I want
to eat yet.” “Well hurry up I’m almost there and I’m going to be bored,” she
demanded. I pretended to be annoyed, but she knew I liked when she
called because it confirmed that I wouldn’t be at mama’s house alone.
This Friday afternoon was no different. I told her I would be there
soon. Honestly, I had the intention of starting the 15 minutes journey soon,
but I had a to-do list that was incomplete.
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I wanted to play soccer before I left. I grabbed my cleats and headed
over to the soccer field. I wasn’t supposed to be playing because I had a
torn ACL, but what’s a little knee pain compared to a good game. Plus I
had mastered the art of minimal running, maximum fun.
After soccer, I had 7 missed calls. She will be fine I thought, I’ll just
get her some nails or give her money. I went home, took a fast shower, got
dressed, and called my grandmother to let her know I was leaving out. 		
“Why are you leaving so late?” she yelled.
“It’s fine, nothing is going to happen, it’s only 7 o’clock,” I replied. 		
“Abby is mad at you,” said mama. She always tried to prolong a conversation whenever she could.
“She’ll get over it. Anyways, I’m about to leave now, bye.” I grabbed
my backpack, put my headphones in, and rushed out the door. I stopped in
the yard to play some music, I started walking slowly as I looked down at
my phone. I had just hit the sidewalk when I noticed the string of my jogger loosened. I placed my phone in my pocket and started tying the jogger’s
string.
Suddenly, there was a loud screech of tires. The dark afternoon was
now flooded with bright white lights. I heard the crackle of guns, and I
instantly knew what was happening. “Fuck. Run!” I thought, but I couldn’t
move. I was still looking down at my joggers when I saw two red dots float
from my abdomen towards my chest. “Run bro!” the voice in my head
yelled again.
Then I heard your voice, Ms. McCaw, I remembered you begging
us not to move. I was watching you cry and this time I wanted to cry with
you. “Don’t Move!” your voice yelled again, and I argued with you, “But I’m
innocent.” “Please! Please! Please!” you cried. And I decided not to move. I
knew I needed to do something so I started lifting my hoodie so they could
see my waist.
“I’m lifting my hoodie!” I shouted. As I lifted my hoodie slowly, I
thought of my grandmother. I don’t want to die before her. That would be
devastating for her.
“Turn around!” screamed an officer. I snapped out of my thoughts. 		
“I’m turning around,” I said, turning my back to theofficers.
“What’s in the bag?”
“My PS4 and clothes, sir.” I replied.
“And your pocket?”
“My phone.”
I could hear my heart beating louder and louder, I felt myself getting colder and sweat was pouring down my forehead. My vision started to
get blurry when I saw the flash of a laser on the sidewalk. In the blink of an
eye the lights went out, I couldn’t see anything. My back was still turned to
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the street when I heard a double tap on the side of the vehicle, a rev of the
engine and they were gone.
I turned around and looked down at my joggers. At that moment I
really wanted to cry, but I couldn’t. That was the first time I appreciated life
to the fullest. I thought about you, Ms. McCaw. Your voice rang in my head
again with all the good times we had together: every hug I ever gave you,
all the soccer games you attended, all the advice you gave me, and every
time we rapped “Dreams and Nightmares” together (man, that’s a classic).
And that’s when I realized that the music was still playing in the background.
I want to thank you for preaching to us that day. Those words
echoed like a broken record in my head. That’s how you saved my life.
Thank you,
Demaro
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In Response to, What Is Sugar?
NISHAT TASNIM

Clinking in between a spoon
and a cup,
white granules of white dissolve
into nothing,
until the liquid lathers
the tongue
where it makes its great debut.

Glucose and fructose kiss
to form an insect, poisonous
with seven legs of OH.
Glucopyranosyl.
Somehow easier
to pronounce
		
than my own mother’s bengali
		name.

Complicated machines and tests
the rotation of plan polarized light
measure the purity
for it to turn,
from “guda”—
stripped canes macheted
who was once standing arm’s length above my head
kissing the sunlight
now little blocks of green and brown
the length of my palm,
to the sweet white powder poisoning us all.
Sucrose, secretes out like sweet sweat,
rolling off the slaves’ back
into the tongue and throat,
the white man in Mississippi watching.
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It is the silence between the clinking
of the cup and spoon
ringing in the slave master’s house
that announces the judgement
of a day’s labor.
A field of sugarcane
massacred
		
all for a spoon.
Black hands buried, sliced by machetes.
All in the name of God’s work.
A hole in the ground
where they sit decomposing.
Prayer hands lifted up to God
then cut down again,
crystallized,
		
marked again in sweet sorrow.
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The Relayers
HANNAH! EVANS

“Some people are relayers,
Running back and forth between destinations, people,
Focused on the sacred practice of passing and receiving.”
-N. Abergone
I. Some people are relayers;
Not gossipers, but of the like,
They get some sort of joy in sharing,
Mundanity to whomever will hear it.
Not I, I tire quickly of
The telling, the practiced repetition.
I never tell a story the same way twice.

II. I can’t quite figure her out;
She gets a certain something
When she spins the same story like a skipping record,
Like the broken air conditioner
Or how she kept her boyfriend’s pajama pants,
The rules she read twice, just to tell us with certainty,
And how she celebrated, just to list the ways how, and in what way,
And order. Again and again,
I’ve been laid witness to her practice.
She’s gotten good, I give her that; refined her great work,
But I don’t know where it comes from
its origination point
its ritualistic significance.
She’s your acquaintance, she’s your coworker,
She’s the one you can’t quite seem to ditch,
Because you’re just too nice for that,
She’s your brother’s friend and your brother,
Constantly talking over each other
On either side of your ear, She’s a metaphor,
She’s everyone you know who’s like this,
She’s the cashier at the corner store
Who thinks of you as a morning comrade,
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She’s your chatty aunt, and friend, and enemy.
III. I turn to her and say:
Is it the telling of life?
I want to know,
Are you proving yourself,
Showing me you know how to do it?
Are you telling me without doubt
That you know how life works,
Are you recording a journal
curating an archive
fitting the pieces together,
Are you giving me instructions?

I don’t know what to do with your newspaper clippings
And abandoned relay batons
But I guess I’ll pick them up
And hold them for you.
Does this count as holding you in my hands?
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Ghost Stories
NATALIE ORGA

there.”

“I’m gonna sleep real quick, okay? Wake me up when we get

Lily scrunched up her navy blue windbreaker and pressed it
against the window, trying to use it as a cushion for her head. She
closed her eyes, exhaling exhaustion. I watched her body fold into her
fitful, liminal nap.
We were both still recovering from running to the train station — the wispy curls bordering her hairline were flattened against
her forehead with a sheen of sweat. Her freckled cheeks were flushed
crimson, the way they always are after any exertion — I’m Irish, bro,
what do you expect? she’d guffaw. Because of that genetic paleness,
even the slightest bump or scratch becomes a starkly contrasted
display of experience. As she let her arms rest limply on the table
between us, I could see circles of dark blue and purple appearing from
where her luggage had jostled against her skin. An eyelash rested on
her left cheek. I wanted to reach out and brush it away. I wanted to
hold her damp hands in both of mine.
Even now, after a shitty morning of sprinting through concrete
lobbies and subsisting off of watery coffee, there was something so
vigorous about her. It is one of my favorite things about my best friend
— she is so alive. She is never afraid to yell, or pant, or get food on her
face, or laugh too loudly. And now, I thought fondly, as the train shuddered to life and pulled away from the London station, she is not afraid
to pass out in public.
I settled back into the scratchy blue fabric of my seat and
scanned the aisle. No one looked distinctly threatening — a pair of
white-whiskered elderly men who side-eyed Lily and me when we’d
boarded, a middle-aged Indian man with his head bowed over a book,
and a plump woman with false eyelashes that fluttered as she swiped
a thumb across her cell phone screen. Most of them, like Lily and I,
were probably headed to Lancaster.
A green light blinked beside the automatic doors to the train
car, and I watched the two metal barriers glide apart. A woman with
tired eyes and a floral suitcase walked through. The doors shut again.
I tucked my arms behind my head and sighed. My therapist
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once said that’s the best way to breathe when you’re anxious — it
forces your diaphragm to engage. The technique didn’t help my anxious feelings, really, but it did make me feel like I was doing something
about them. No one could say I didn’t try.
I eyed the wax paper cup of coffee on the table before me. Even
a sickening overdose of milk and sugar hadn’t masked the burnt, silty
taste of the brew. I needed the caffeine, though. We had a long day
ahead of us in London, and I was too high-strung to nap in public.
I lifted the cup to my lips just as the green light on the door
blinked a second time. The doors slide apart. A tall, angular boy with
white-blonde hair stood between them, his hands tucked earnestly
under the straps of his backpack.
It was Steven.
My muscles froze in place, the air evacuating my lungs. Before I
could stop it, a memory closed around me, encasing me like an insect
in amber. I’m in Steven’s house, and it’s his birthday.
				
~
“You okay? Why aren’t you outside?”
Steven steps out of the bathroom, patting his hands dry on his
pants.
“Oh, yeah, I’m fine! I just thought someone should wait for you,”
I explain, feeling a little silly. When the rest of our friends had ambled
out to the bonfire, I’d lingered behind — it was Steven’s birthday
party, after all. Now, it dawns on me how strange I must seem, loitering outside the bathroom. I just didn’t want him to feel alone.
“Oh, you’re sweet!” he exclaims, beaming. As usual, he doesn’t
subject me to my own awkwardness. “Wanna hear a song?”
I nod eagerly. The child of two music teachers, Steven can play
almost any instrument with uncanny skill. He doesn’t like to show off,
so it’s a rare treat to hear him play.
“I think it’s one of your favorites if I’m not mistaken.” He cocks
one faint eyebrow at me playfully, strolling toward the corner of the
living room. His piano sits beside the backdoor, strewn with sheet music and scrap paper. I follow him, perching on the back of the armchair
nearby.
Steven’s house is comfortable, filled with warm, yellow light
and leather couches and instruments of all kinds. It smells of candles
and freshly-watered plants, mud from our sneakers, and bonfire
smoke drifting in from the open window.
“I play, you sing?” he asks, smirking.
“Absolutely not!”
“I know you can, I listen in choir class every day and in
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practice I—”
“Cut that shit out!” I cackle, shoving his shoulder.
“Someday I’ll hear you sing — mark my words!” he wags his finger
with exaggerated sternness.
“Yeah, you’ve been saying that,” I laugh, “Three years, and you’d
think you’d have moved on to bigger, better things.”
“Nope, still have no life! My goal remains!”
“Find a new one, then!”
“Never.”
Giggling, he sits down at the wobbly bench and spreads his long
fingers over the keys. He tests a few chords; the sound circles the welcoming silence. Muffled laughter emanates from behind the glass sliding door
beside us — our friends are pegging marshmallows at each other on the
lawn. He seems to be waiting for the words to say something, so I wait.
Steven and I have been dance partners for two years now. We are
always paired together — our long, lanky bodies match well, our coach
told us once. I am the lead dancer in our indoor Color Guard competition
team, and Steven, although a bit gangly and awkward, is great at lifting me.
Before that, he was my dance partner in the school musicals. After dancing
with someone every day of the week, you learn to fall into their rhythm.
And so, I keep quiet.
“Are you… okay?” he asks softly, “Like, are you happy?”
“What makes you think I’m not?” I raise my eyebrows, grinning.
“Did I not just win the prestigious ‘Most Cheerful’ award?”
He snorts. At the end of band camp, our coach had written an
“award” for each of us on the back of a paper plate. Mine now lay crumpled
at the back of my closet.
“You did, I’ll give you that. But I’m serious. If something were
wrong, you’d tell me, right?”
I smile, fidget on the armchair. I am still uncomfortable with this
kind of conversation — levity and humor still serve as my clumsy coping
mechanisms. People don’t ask me if I’m happy. They see my smile and assume.
“You’d tell me, wouldn’t you?” he demands. His eyebrows are
threatening to collide with his hairline.
“Yes, Steven. I’d tell you.” I half-laugh, half-sigh.
“Good.”
“Would you tell me? If you weren’t happy, I mean.”
Steven doesn’t hesitate. His teeth are as shiny and dazzling as his
favorite instrument, his beloved French horn.
“Of course. I would tell you.”
He begins to tap out the notes to a song, something agonizingly
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soft. It sounds like an ache in my chest.
“Promise?” I whisper. I don’t know why I doubt him, but I do.
“I promise.”
					~
For a moment, all I could do was stare. Steven was standing against
the side of the train car, his back to me. His hands were still folded in his
backpack straps like a little boy on his first day of school. It’s this gesture
that made me want to rush over to him, jump into his arms, and let him
catch me.
But of course, this boy in the train wasn’t really Steven — he looked
like him, but he couldn’t be him. He couldn’t be Steven, because Steven is
gone.
I struggled to stand, using my arms to heave myself away from the
table. The muscles in my legs were stony and rigid, and spots of color pin
pricked my vision. I couldn’t stop staring at the back of that boy’s head, the
head that looked so much like Steven’s, his hair identical to Steven’s platinum hair that used to gleam yellow during sticky bandcamp afternoons.
As if triggered by the memory, a bead of sweat slipped down my
spine. I turned away from not-Steven and started moving in the opposite
direction. The white-whiskered men stared at me as I clasped the back of a
seat to steady myself. All the sounds of the train sounded distant, muffled
as snowfall. I stumbled down the aisle toward the tiny train car bathroom
and yanked open the door.
Inside, I crumpled up like an old receipt. Hunched over the plastic
sink, head between my palms, I waited for my heartbeat to slow. My reflection loomed in front of me in a square of unwashed mirror, but I couldn’t
look at her.
Images rattled around in my bingo-cage mind, surfacing one by
one: the back of Steven’s head. The candle-warmth of his living room. His
hand squeezing mine as we made our way onto the stage. His disposable
camera flashing at me as he mutters, I just want to capture this moment. I
don’t want to forget it.
A churchyard in December.
No, I can’t go there.
But it’s too late, of course, because you can’t unknow the things you
know, and some moments are captured, even if you wish more than anything to forget them.
					~
I am curled on the floor of a laundry room in my freshman dorm,
my knees to my chest, my cellphone clamped to my ear.
“Bethany?” my voice is squeaky with anxiety. I hear Bethany
breathe in sharply over the phone; she knows what I’m about to ask.
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“Why am I seeing a fuck ton of posts on social media with
Steven’s picture?”
It is my first semester of college. Finals week. I could have
looked at the captions of those photos of Steven, but I hadn’t. My eyes
had flicked away from them all out of sheer instinct — the animal in
me protecting itself. I hadn’t spoken to Steven in a couple of weeks; as
college enveloped us both, our communication had become less frequent. Maybe he’d simply gotten a scholarship or won an award. Some
desperate part of my mind believes this — that it’s all okay, and I’m just
being anxious as usual. But another part of me — the colder, smarter
part — suspects something else. Either way, I have to find out. And
Bethany, one of my last remaining high school friends — she would
know.
“Bethany?”
There is a thick, shuddering silence.
“He’s dead, Natalie,” she whispers.
I can hear her crying distantly. I can smell the crisp, soapy odor
of dryer sheets. I can feel the dust motes tickling my nostrils, my lips.
But I’m not sure that I’m there.
“He killed himself. Last night.”
I can not respond.
Some part of me wants to scream like an animal, howl until my
throat bleeds. Another part wants to never make a sound again. A selfish voice in my head chants, Come back, come back, come back,
I need you.
“He went behind that church in Newark, and…” Bethany
choked, “Well, he found a gun.”
I can see him grinning at me across the choir room, pretending
to listen for my voice. I can hear the sound of that disposable camera
shutter clicking, feel him lifting me into the air while I jumped. I can
also taste the dust in the laundry room, smell the detergent. I must be
alive. But how can I be, if these two worlds exist together? How can
Steven be dead?
For a moment, a long, terrifying moment that lasts weeks,
months, years, I can hardly tell which of us was dead — Steven or me.
That’s what makes grief so terrible — it feels like dying in slow motion.
Like being pulled apart. Except you don’t get to die, in the end. You
have to keep going, and so does the pain.
“Natalie? Are you still there?”
The silence crackles between us.
“I’m not sure.”
				
~
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Later, while my older brother, Joseph, and I are sitting in his apartment, he tells me that everyone in the family had been trying to keep
Steven’s death from me. They didn’t want to distract me from final exams.
He tells me that exams were one of the reasons Steven killed himself in the
first place — extreme academic stress. He also tells me that he didn’t shoot
himself in the head like I’d been told before. Steven shot himself in the
stomach. He bled to death on the concrete behind that church, alone in the
middle of the night in December.
I punch Joseph as hard as I can when he tells me that.
				
~
That week, I decided to fail my final exams. Spectacularly. Steven
wasn’t there anymore, and it was partially because of those stupid tests. So I
thought, fuck them.
I got drunk before I took those finals, the very first finals of my college career. It was easy to do since I had stopped eating. Just a shot or two
of unflavored vodka, and I was burning and ready. I blitzed through the
tests quickly, headed back to my room, and slept hard. When I dreamed,
I saw Steven turning to me over his piano, asking if I was happy. Smiling,
saying he’d tell me if he were unhappy. Over and over again, like a mantra, I
heard him say it:
I promise.
Some days, I would type in his phone number and let it ring. Some
part of me thought I might hear a click, a voice, maybe even a recording. A
scrap of him to latch onto. I never did, of course — just the dial tone. One
morning, instead of hanging up, I left a message after the tone. I sang the
song that he played on the piano that night, the night of his birthday. My
voice was choked and sniffly. He would have laughed.
“I’ll sing for you every day if you come back,” I finished weakly. I
hung up the phone.
My final grades appeared on my transcript not long after. All A’s. I
laughed and laughed and laughed until all I could do was cry.
				
~
I wiped my sweaty palms on my pants and left the bathroom. Lily
was awake now, looking out the window, her hair mushed against her
cheek. When I slid into the booth across from her, she looked up.
“You’re back!”
I couldn’t help it — my eyes found the boy in the train car aisle.
This time, he was leaning against a wall, his face turned toward us. It wasn’t
Steven, of course. It was just another blonde boy who, for a moment, made
me wonder if I was alive or dead.
The real Steven would never see England. Or France. Or Scotland.
But I would see him in all of those places. I would see him at a cafe in
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Rome, laughing over a coffee. I would see him at the Opera House in Paris,
dressed in a suit that just didn’t suit him, at a park in London, trying to
coax a pigeon to his side, and once, I would see him behind a disposable
camera in Edinburgh. I just want to capture this. I don’t want to forget it.
Lily reached across the table and took my hand.
“Are you okay? You look like you’ve seen a ghost.”
“I think I have.”
I couldn’t help but laugh at the accuracy of her statement. She
relaxed when she saw me smiling, but her forehead was still creased with
concern.
“Hey, you’re okay though?”
I nodded, and she squeezed my hand. I thought of Steven doing the
same thing before every performance, of the way he always tried to make
me feel better, to make me happy. Lily does the same, always. To have had
two such friends in my short life can only be described as incredible luck.
Although I can’t imagine ever feeling whole again in Steven’s absence, his
presence, his love, was a gift. It is a privilege to be haunted by him.
“I’m okay.”
“Promise?”
“I promise.”
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In Answer to the Question: What Is a Grave?
KATELYN E. OGLESBY

A grave is a hole in the ground, a resting place,
For a body to stay
Until the decaying begins
And turns the body into dust and fragments.
A grave is like the final dance of the song,
When the ballerinas are waving their hands
To their parents, to their friends,
To their fans.

It’s the place in the dirt in the ground
That the body lies within.
It is for the living not the dead.
Like a shrine, a grave becomes a place for memory,
For reflection, for an epitaph,
Like the dedication of one’s final novel.
Here lies, says the stone.
And the grave exists as
The only thing reminding us
That this person existed.

The grave is a relic,
A ship in a bottle,
A sculpture or a statue
In a garden of wilting flowers
And concrete slabs.
It outlives and outlasts its residents,
And becomes a book of history for the future to remember.

A grave is something to visit when the world
Feels heavy and the passed are the only ones you want to hold you.
But they can’t,
So you stand before their grave and let the memories hold you instead.
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Because, really, a grave is just a place
For the memories to live.
It’s just a place to visit when the air grows brisk
And the sky turns dark
And threatens to cry upon the trees
As the boughs break and shake.
The grave is there as an adieu to the world
The body no longer knows,
And as a solace for the people
The body no longer remembers.
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Crooked Initials and the Absence of a
Second Ride
JENNA L. PAVIS
Amidst the tranquil air of the mountain region, he found himself trotting aimlessly along the footprint-laden path leading to the
fairgrounds. A rectangular shadow danced above his crooked hairline,
and Francis tilted his head upwards to meet its familiar gaze. Glenwood Springs County Fair: Always in September, the gold banner read in
faded red and blue cursive lettering. Tacked onto a wooden post that
supported the left side of the banner was an oval sign, with Autumn
1902 printed in bold black penmanship. The sign was tinged yellow
with age, except for a thick slab of white paint that brought the fourdigit year to life. Masked beneath the numerous coats of paint were
undoubtedly faded numerals that commemorated years past.
The carnival was in town, meaning that everyone and their
uncle contributed to the dead grass that endured the torture of a
thousand shoes. Wincing as the soles of his feet collided painfully with
a sharp rock, Francis cussed at the holes in his four-year-old brown
loafers before halting abruptly. In front of him loomed Ms. Evelyn
Brewster, the wealthy biddy who never left the house without her pink
parasol in hand. She gave him a withering look, even though he had
managed to avoid the collision at the expense of the half-melted gumballs in his pocket. Sizing up his greasy brown hair and torn overalls,
she huffed a persnickety “harrumph” before gathering her petticoat
and sauntering off towards the baking tent, nose in air. The layers of
skirt were gradually unveiled like a stage curtain to reveal his impatient family on the other side.
“Francis, c’mon! We only have an hour ‘til eight to get everything in!”
The high-pitched voice of his brother Eddie pierced through
the crowd as several people swiveled their heads. Their mother Mollie
lurked close behind, her bright red hair matched only by that of their
sister Annabelle at her side. Catching Francis mid-scowl, she frowned.
“You are to take your brother on the rides, no arguments,” she
ordered, her thick Irish accent tinged with a harsh undertone. “We’ll
meet you by carousel at eight o’clock sharp.”
Casting her a fervent look much like the one Ms. Evelyn gave
him, Francis watched his mother turn abruptly on her heels with
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Annabelle in tow. His sister’s braids swished as she turned to marvel
at a game stand packed with china dolls and fluffy teddy bears before
Mollie grabbed her hand, mother and daughter disappearing into the
House of Mirrors.
Glowering at the pair of them, Francis couldn’t help but feel
betrayed. He knew his mother had grown tired of having pity on him,
but to force him to attend the fair? It was the cruelest punishment she
could’ve ever given. When the annual carnival came to town, he and
Gordy had always been the first to sprint out of the schoolhouse when
the teacher let them out early for bracelet night. During a magical evening free of homework and filled with ample opportunity for mischiefmaking, Gordy had always channeled Francis’ inner daredevil. “Don’t
be such a wuss, Franny,” Gordy would jeer good-naturedly, jabbing him
lightly on the shoulder. “I reckon even Janice Brewster is man enough
to ride the roller coaster, but you –”
“Seriously, Francis, wake up!” whined Eddie, instantly eradicating Gordy’s crooked grin from Francis’ thoughts. He had been oblivious to their journey across the crowded grounds, and in his haste had
bumped into a rather menacing-looking fellow with a coonskin cap.
“Watch where you’re going, you filthy rascals,” the man
growled, flicking the ashes of his pipe onto Francis’ discolored white
shirt. Francis swore he could hear the coward mutter, “get some decent clothes while you’re at it,” but he had become too overwhelmed
by the sight in front of him to pick a fight.
Eddie had secured a spot near the front of the line for a ride on
the Ferris wheel, which was so ancient even their parents had grown
up riding it. Almost immediately, Francis stiffened with anger. The carnival had been a cruel and unusual punishment, but this was crossing
the line.
“Absolutely not, you little –” he started to roar in disbelief, but
Eddie’s pudgy hand had already grabbed his arm and dragged him
kicking and screaming towards the open entrance.
“All aboard,” grunted the conductor, who looked unphased by
Francis’ less than pleasant reaction to his monotonous announcement.
“This is our ride,” was the incessant cry repeating in Francis’ head as
he plopped down on the faded yellow seat and watched the conductor take a swig of moonshine. Eddie’s chubby hands quivered with
unbridled excitement as he dropped two quarters into a rusty tin can,
though the enormous pupils beneath his furrowed eyebrows kept
darting back and forth between the conductor and Francis. Averting
his brother’s infant eyes, Francis only sank silently into the abyss of
the poorly upholstered cushion, too drained for protesting. By this time,
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the conductor had blindly disposed of his empty whiskey jug onto the foot
of an innocent bystander and disappeared into the dilapidated shed. Francis observed with disgust as the dimwit staggered to and fro, attempting to
use his entire body weight to move the lever forward like a trapped miner
hurling himself against caved-in boulders. All in vain.
“What is it you called him again, France? A babbling buffoon, was
it? You sure have a thing for words, you do. What a nerd.” Gordy’s voice
suddenly propelled itself to the forefront of Francis’ mind, just as the lever
wheezed a deafening creak and the Ferris wheel lurched into motion. Eddie raised his beefy arms to catch the wispy September breeze, but receded
the right hand suddenly to protect his broad-brimmed bowl cap from the
wind’s grasp. Deep in a state of delightful oblivion, Eddie was unaware of
the pained expression that played across his brother’s face, masked by the
identical shadows of the rotating carts.
Faintly aware of Eddie’s gleeful squeals and the crotchety groans
from the Ferris wheel’s rusted interior, Francis was no longer engaged with
the many distractions that vied for his attention. Clutching the bar in front
of him helplessly, a wave of panic rose in his stomach as forbidden images
from one year prior came flooding back like a psychedelic time warp. With
horror, he watched Eddie’s childlike face become distorted into a combination of two-dimensional shapes before finally taking the form of a teenage
boy, who was sporting a perfect toothless grin with black smudges scattered over his pale freckled cheeks.
“Scared?” Gordy teased with a devious tone in his voice. “Betcha
won’t ride a second time without me. Betcha don’t even got the guts to
mark your territory.” Conjuring a pocketknife from his torn overalls like a
magician, Gordy dangled the worn camouflaged handle in front of
Francis’ ocean eyes, as if he were tantalizing a hungry hound dog with a
slab of steak.
“C’mon, we can do it together when that ol’ washed up conductor
stops the ride for a spell. Oh, don’t be chicken, France!” Seeing the shocked
expression on Francis’ face, Gordy scrutinized him with a combination of
disdain and amusement.
“C’mon, this’ll be our only chance! You know I gotta get up at dawn
to help my old man out at the mines.” He scowled suddenly at this last
remark, using the knife’s blade to dig the encrusted dirt out of his jagged
fingernails. “This ain’t like that sappy Janice and Bart, marking their love
on the cherry tree. Oh Bart, you’re just the bee’s knees!” he exclaimed in a
highpitched voice, imitating Ms. Evelyn Brewster’s prissy granddaughter by
batting his eyelashes and clasping his hands together admiringly. Reverting
back to his sarcastic personality, he shook his head disgustedly.
his head disgustedly.
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“No, Francis. This ain’t no cherry tree. This is personal property, and
you ain’t never broken no rules in your life, Mr. Perfect,” he jeered, knowing this would be the best way to cajole Francis into submission. “And we’re
best friends, ain’t we? You’d do it for me, right?” For added effect, Gordy
widened his eyes pleadingly so that he resembled a disheveled Oliver Twist
begging for food, jiggling the pocketknife dangerously over the edge of the
cart.
Just as Francis was beginning to think he was more neurotic than
the drunken conductor, a ghostly hand reached straight through his torso
to rescue the knife from a deadly descent.
“All right, doofus, you win,” the conceding voice of a pale-faced boy
snapped, snatching the worn camouflaged handle with a newfound assertion. Sizing up his scrawny build and the rearmost tuft of hair standing at
attention, Francis froze in disbelief. An innocent, more vivacious version of
his former self was grinding the pocketknife’s dull blade into the aged wood
of the latched door. His tongue graced the corners of his mouth, which
was held slightly ajar in concentration. Accompanied by Gordy’s outbursts
of encouragement, Francis watched himself masterfully remove the blade
from the wood and lean back to admire his handiwork.
“Look at you,” Gordy exclaimed with a hint of shock, slapping ghost
Francis on the small of his back a little harder than he intended. “Never
thought you’d do it in a million years, bud. Golly, I was kinda expecting you
to go all altar-boy over it, you know what I mean?” He paused suddenly
and began to whack Francis continually on the back, attempting to dislodge
a piece of bubble gum that had gotten stuck in his throat, no thanks to
Gordy’s attempt at physical praise. Watching Gordy perform the Heimlich
maneuver on his green-faced self, Francis could still feel the discomfort of
the sticky gumball juxtaposed with the fear of imminent demise.
The suspended cart, positioned at the very zenith of the Ferris
wheel’s cycle, began to sway dangerously as the boys rocked to and fro.
With the tranquil mountains hovering quietly in the background, Francis
couldn’t help thinking that the scene made for quite the evening portrait.
Several couples beneath them had leaned out of their carts to glare
reproachfully or shake their fists, obviously under the impression that
Gordy and Francis were engaging in some kind of tomfoolery to intentionally ruin their romantic evening. With one last heave, Gordy finally
managed to send the dull pink gum shooting out of Francis’ mouth and,
presumably, onto the head of the young woman in the cart below, who
squealed in disgust. A panting Francis dropped to the ground with such
force that it was a miracle the rickety cart didn’t collapse in on itself. A
saving grace, perhaps, that he was scrawny and weak after all.
“C’mon, Francis, you’re all right,” Gordy was repeating
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nonchalantly, continuing to slap Francis on the back, although his touch
was noticeably lighter this time. He juxtaposed this consolation with frequent jeers at the conductor, who had emerged from the dilapidated shed
and was demanding to know what was going on above him.
“Nothing, sir, nothing at all,” Gordy shouted, with a tone of disgust in his voice as if using “sir” when addressing the conductor was akin
to Lifebuoy soap in his mouth. “We’re all set up here now, just you never
mind. Don’t touch that lever!” Crouching back down to Francis’ contorted
body, he whispered in an undertone, “Over my dead body will the slug
bring us to the ground without letting me carve my initials into this old
piece of junk.”
In spite of the fortuitous scene that was unfolding, Gordy’s retorts
and the conductor’s drunken cries were mere white noise to Francis. Tearyeyed from lack of oxygen, he was running his forefinger over the fuzzy
‘FEB’ that his steady hand had etched only moments ago. Minutes ago,
even, before his life was cast before him in an almost humorous fashion.
How ironic if the headlines of the Glenwood Gazette had read, “Carnival
Catastrophe: Spring Gulch Standout Student Tragically Chokes on Chewing Gum atop Ferris Wheel.” Gordy would have been the sole witness to
such an odd tragedy, which involved the gumballs that their teacher admonished them for chewing in class. Maybe the giddy grin would disappear from Gordy’s face for a year or two, but he would ultimately find some
way to reconcile the event.
“Well, you see, Francis had a way with words, he did. Smartest kid
in our class. I reckon he was lined up for a scholarship or two. But by God,
did the boy, rest in peace, have little common sense! I mean, folks, who in
their right mind chews gum on a junky old carnival ride?”
The ‘FEB’ somehow grew fuzzier with this thought, and Francis had
to squeeze his eyes tighter to distinguish the initials from one another. Salty
tears continued to cloud his vision, and he compensated for this by drawing his face even closer to the splintered wood. The second outstretched
pinky finger of the ‘F’ had receded and shot down the spine, curving
inward to the right until it formed a recognizable ‘G.’ The ‘E’ took a cue and
completely severed its longest limb to create a misshapen ‘F.’ It was the ‘B’
that took the longest to transform, its middle bone slowly disintegrating
until a ‘D’ was faintly visible. When Francis delicately pressed his palm
against the poorly crafted trio of initials, he swore he watched the mountains tremble with evil anticipation. He could feel the ‘GFD’ growing
dangerously warm now, as if it was going to burst into flames at a moment’s
notice. The deep marks in the door would somehow be devoured, rising
from the ashes of the wood as if they –
A delicate hand graced his shoulder, filled with such tenderness
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that Francis let out an audible gasp that sounded more like a squeak. Swiveling his head around so quickly that he cricked his neck, Francis prepared
to give the most convincing performance of his life. Struck with a burst of
adrenaline, he struggled to piece together the conglomeration of sentences
that swirled menacingly in his mind.
“Gordy, the shift at the mines . . . you know, Mrs. Ainsley really
wants everyone to be present for the reading quiz tomorrow . . . or, hell,
we’re really overdue for a fishing day at the creek . . . no matter what the
weather may be . . .”
Before he could repair these broken phrases, Francis’ brain finally
caught up to the reality that his eyes had known all along. The chubby hand
upon his overall strap was beginning to look oddly familiar, as was the
broad-brimmed bowl cap that Gordy used to make fun of.
“Francis? Francis? Shh, it’s okay. It’s okay. We’ll get you down from
here, I promise. I’m so sorry, so sorry. . .” Eddie trailed off in a whisper,
breaking the frightened gaze he had maintained with his older brother for
the entire episode. He cautiously poked his head over the cart to address
the conductor, who was sputtering drunken cries of anguish from below.
“We’re all set up here, just you never mind. You can touch the lever
now! Bring us back to ground level,” he bellowed, casting panicked glances
in Francis’ direction.
Still in shock, Francis found himself in fetal position on the floor
of the rickety cart, tear-stricken face glued to a pattern on the chestnut
door. With his throat still burning from the screams he conjured, Francis
was careful to avoid any splinters as he allowed his palms to push his body
into an upright position. More aware this time, he allowed his trembling
forefinger to trace the indentations of the familiar initials before him. It
was like a blind person reading their childhood diary in Braille for the first
time.
FEB & GFD, 9/15/1901. A permanent testament to their friendship.
An unremovable stain on the ancient wooden door, unless it was set on
fire.
Before Francis could reconcile the stark reality of the vision or even
that the flustered warning he had given ghost Gordy was all for naught, the
peaks of the mountain landscape caught his eye. Still, unmoving, cloaked
in the cape of a silent killer who had escaped conviction. Silhouetted
against the crooked lettering of Gordy’s initials, it was a cruel and unusual
metaphor that turned Francis’ subdued screams into uncontrollable sobs.
Images he had expelled from his consciousness had allowed themselves to
gain a foothold during the most vulnerable moment in his existence.
The explosion that shook the foundation of the schoolhouse. He was still
there, studying.
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The pieces of chalk that fell to the floor in succession, breaking
their ranks to roam about the classroom floor. The impending doom he
felt when a cloud of fire and ash rose menacingly from the direction of the
mine. Gordy’s empty desk. The newspaper article that his parents poured
over for hours at the kitchen table, heads in hands, coffee mugs overflowing into the wee hours of the morning. Hidden in the depths of the broom
closet, he managed to read it ten times over when his parents had finally
succumbed to sleep.
Glenwood Springs, Colo., September 16, 1901 -- A frightful gas
explosion occurred at 5:30 o’clock this evening in the coal mine of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Company at Spring Gulch, probably resulting in the
instant death of all the miners at the time engaged in work, an
estimate of one hundred men.
The concussion of the explosion was terrific, and the entire entry
was badly caved in. Three men were rescued from near the entry soon
after the explosion, but they were so frightfully mangled as to be unrecognizable.
The telephone line to Spring Gulch is out of order and a messenger was dispatched to the office of the Pocahontas mine, 8 miles distant,
where telephone connection was had with Glenwood.
A special Midland train was ordered and all doctors in Glenwood
Springs were at once sent to the scene of the accident. No definite information has yet been received here as to the number of men killed, but it is
supposed that the men at this mine work until 6 o’clock except those who
do contract work, and in that event it is thought that almost one hundred
men must have been in the mine at the time of the explosion. There is not
one chance in a thousand for many of them to escape with their lives.
At the hour, the following are known to have been killed: John Anders, 56; George Cassenger, 45; Peter Deldora, 51, and son, Gordon Frederick Deldora, 13; David Caller, 38; P.G. Pickerton, 62; and an unknown
Italian man.1
For someone who claimed to have never set eyes on the article,
Francis had an uncanny ability to quote it word-for-word in between sobs.
He was shaking more violently than ever now, rescued from the urge to
thrust himself from the cart by Eddie’s beefy arms locked tightly around
his waist. “It should’ve been you on that front page, in that fake-sounding
death-by-gumball story,” was the guilty cry pounding on his temples. “Sure,
it would’ve been sad. But at least your mother would’ve had a body to bury,
instead of hearing it be blown to bits from the distance.”
Nauseated by the sudden lurch of the Ferris wheel’s descent, Francis squeezed his eyes tighter and tighter until Gordy’s crooked grin flashed
before him once again.
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“Betcha won’t ride a second time without me. Betcha don’t even got
the guts to mark your territory.” In an unprecedented turn of events, Francis had been man enough to mark his territory. Their territory. But Gordy’s
first inkling, he realized, was hauntingly unwavering in its truth. He would
never be able to ride a second time without the owner of the crooked initials.

1. Adapted from “Hundred Men are Killed by Gas Explosion in Mine,”
Atlanta Constitution (Atlanta, GA), September 17, 1901.
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Earl, 1919
MADELEINE M. NEIMAN

Earl’s coming home,
Earl’s coming home!
the family cheered, and she
was four years old and curious.
Earl, her older brother.
Earl, who she barely remembered,
only two when he’d gone.
Earl was coming home.
February arrived and, with it,
a tall young man, dressed in
a soldier’s uniform, standing in
the living room doorway. Everyone
smiled and spoke over one another.
Brothers. Sisters. The youngest,
she waited and watched
this familiar stranger
mobbed by her family. And then
Earl’s eyes found hers, his feet
carried him across the room, and
his arms scooped her up, up, up.
He swirled her in circles until she
was giddy, dizzy, shocked
at this affection. Her family
hardly hugged, and no one
had ever hugged her this hard.
World War I waged onward,
but a bullet to the wrist in September
set Sergeant Brown on a ship
across the ocean at the start of
a new year, a year that witnessed
ceasefire and celebration.
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for his sister and my grandmother
and for the stories she told
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That February night, she shared
a piano bench with her sister,
Florence, as Earl’s friends strummed
a banjo and danced and sang,
How are you going to keep them down on the farm
once they’ve seen Par-ee?
Earl, who’d seen Argonne, could not
be kept down. His nights brimmed
with booze, women, and life.
But sometimes,
in the deepest part of those nights,
from the room next to his,
she could hear his screams –
Run! Run! Here come them sons of bitches! –
booming like machine gunfire
and smell the cigarette smoke
drifting from beneath his shut door
like poisonous gas.
Earl, the expected stranger.
Earl, the honorable soldier.
Earl, the wild partier.
Earl, the quiet insomniac.
Earl, her big brother.
Earl had come home.
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To Kingpin
ABIGAIL MINZER

The first time I saw you, you were hiding underneath the tower
of cages that Petco kept you and your fellow rescue cats in at night.
My mom and brother immediately latched their eyes on the cats that
were making their desire for attention known: he was enraptured by
a playful, fluffy black cat, and she couldn’t take her eyes off a gorgeous
calico. But as adorable as these other cats were, something in me immediately resonated with something in you. When someone walks
into a crowded room, I’d never be the first person to catch their eye.
Like you, I’d probably just end up alone in a corner. But I know that
our introversion and average appearances don’t make either of us less
deserving of attention. So I asked a staff member to help me get you
out from under the cages. The other cats hissed at you when you came
out, and my family seemed confused as to why I was even bothering
with you – the plain brown, skittish tabby. But I sat down, and you settled in my lap. The staff member clipped the sharp tips of your claws,
noting that it was usually difficult to get ahold of you for tasks like this.
At home that night, a massive argument broke out in my house
over which cat we should get. I remember crying, insisting to my
parents that you and I were kindred spirits, that none of the other cats
understood you, but I did. I won the argument, and we went back for
you in the morning.
From then on, every moment we spent together seemed to affirm the fact that we had a special connection. You came when I called
but often ignored everyone else, unless they had food or treats to offer
you. Most nights, you would sleep either in a little circular bed on the
floor of my bedroom or on my bed near my feet. My favorite nights of
all were the ones when you let me curl up against your back, with an
arm around you holding you close. I would fall asleep to the sound of
your purring, sometimes even on the floor.
Of course, things weren’t perfect. I’m pretty sure you ate two of
my betta fish, Thor and Jupiter. Neither our dog nor the cat that we got
several years after you ever did get along with you either. But I could
never bring myself to be mad at you for any of it. I knew that you
couldn’t be blamed for your instincts telling you that fish = food. And
you were the sort of awkward middle child amongst the older dog
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and the younger cat. Both of them were friendlier and more charming with
strangers than you. But you were always my favorite, and even if I’m the
only one who would pick you out of every other option, I like to think that
having just one person (or cat) feel that way about you is enough.
You loved sitting in my lap while I watched TV and chasing the
spots of light on the floor that I would make by carefully reflecting sunlight
off my phone just so. I shook my head in fond bemusement when you developed an affinity for running into the bathroom, leaping onto the counter, and waiting for me to turn the faucet on so that you could lap up the
fresh water that trickled from it. Soon after that, I started patiently sitting
on my bed in just my towel while I let you lap up the water that dripped
from my soaking wet hair after I’d showered.
What I did not love was when I started finding your vomit and
bloody diarrhea all over the house. Most of it was in my bedroom, because
that’s where you spent most of your time. Suddenly, I noticed how much
skinnier you were. I hadn’t thought much about it before, but where you
used to have belly fat, now you just had loose, hanging skin and fur.
We took you to the vet, and it only took a few blood tests to discover that you had kidney failure. I was devastated. You were just seven
years old, and I’d only had you since you were one. Cats normally live to be
around fifteen, but this felt like an early death sentence. The vet told us that
there were things we could do to help you, but my parents were already
tired of cleaning up after the messes you made around the house. I handled
everything that happened in my bedroom, but my mother never did
forgive you for losing control of your bladder in her closet on a brand-new
pair of shoes.
I talked my parents into at least giving you fluids a few times a week
via an IV. They were supposed to keep you hydrated and remove toxins
from your blood. But you hated it, and it broke my heart to see you struggling to get away from the needle that I pressed into your back. I never
could tell how effective the treatment was, as you still sometimes vomited
and struggled to control your bladder. On occasion, I cleaned your litter
box and found blood.
We could’ve ended things for you right then and there, and if you
weren’t still purring so often, if you really seemed to be suffering too much
to justify a few good moments here and there, I would have. But despite
your grave diagnosis, you still acted much the same on a daily basis. You
still wanted to drink from the faucet, lick my hair, fall asleep on my bed,
purr in my lap as I pet you, even chase laser pointers and sneak outside.
So we got you a more expensive prescription brand of food and
even bought wet food to help you get more liquids into your system. If I
had the money – the resources – I would have done anything to keep you
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purring in my arms.
Time passed like this: me desperately begging my parents to do
everything we could to help you, them complaining about the messes you
made and frequently asking me if I was ready to be done with this yet, and
you just living on, as comfortable with me as you’d always been.
Nearly two years after your diagnosis, I went off to college. Saying
goodbye to you the day I left was one of the hardest things I’ve ever done.
Part of me already knew that I was very unlikely to ever see you again. I
cried silently as I rubbed under your white chin while you remained happily oblivious that I was leaving and would be away for a very long time,
much longer than we’d ever been apart before.
I begged my parents to send me pictures of you and keep me updated on how you were doing. The last two pictures I have of you are from
late August. In the first, you were standing on my parents’ bed, just looking
serenely straight at the camera, and it felt like you were looking directly
at me. In the next, taken just a moment later, you squinted your eyes, as if
you couldn’t bear for me to see you or for you to see me. It feels now like
foreshadowing for what would happen next.
On a Friday morning in early September, I attended my classes as
usual. By the time I was done, around 11 AM, I saw that I had a series of
missed calls and texts from my parents. I could feel my pulse racing all the
way to my fingers. Though I was dizzy on my feet, I called back. And that
was when they told me what had happened.
You collapsed in the living room, struggled to get up, and failed. My
parents thought you were going to die right then and there. But, instead,
you somehow found the strength to stumble to the nearby stairs. And then
you dragged yourself all the way up, my parents afraid to even touch you
for how fragile your body felt when they tried. When you made it to the
second floor, you went straight to my bedroom. You’d used up all your
strength just to make it there, so you couldn’t jump up onto my bed. But
you were content just to be in the space that reminded you of me. You went
to a corner of the room to attempt to find some privacy from the watching eyes of my family, and that’s where you curled up and let out your last
breath.
I cried for days after that, feeling the absence of our unique bond
despite my distance from home. I’m crying writing this to you even now,
over a year later. I know you knew how much I loved you, and I know that
you loved me just as much. It makes me furious whenever I hear anyone
say something like, “Cats will never love you as much as dogs will!” I tell
them this story.
I wish I could ask you if you finally let go when you did because
you didn’t want me to see you die. Or maybe I was your motivation to keep
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fighting so hard to live, and when I left and didn’t come back for so long,
you thought that I’d gone and that it was time for you to go, too. I’ll never
know if, consciously or unconsciously, there were any type of meaning
behind the timing of your death. But that won’t stop me from regretting
leaving you, missing those last few weeks of your precious life.
The worst part is that, recently, my mother confided in me that
she’s glad you’re dead. When I was alone, I cried and mourned you all over
again.
I just want you to know that even if no one else does, I miss you.
I love you still. And I’ll never forget you. I hope that’s enough. Thank you
for seeing and accepting me. I know you chose me as much as I chose you.
Rest in peace now.
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Spectacles from The Seventies
JENNA L. PAVIS

Who is to say he is one with nature?
Is it his mind? His soul? His being?
Nature is freedom, and freedom is nature.
But few, if any, truly know what it is to be free.
The young man with the contagious grin
and quirky spectacles from the seventies
that define his brown eyes, as eager
and bright as his thirst for life.

To some, he’s the intelligent lawyer from Great Kills,
nothing but respectful to his secretary,
a folk tune trailing behind him
in the wake of his footsteps,
leaving the dangling conversation
and the superficial sighs behind
to seek refuge in his music.
To others, the gentle-spirited animal lover,
always posing with furry faces adjacent to his own,
a lopsided smile brushing the corner of his eyes,
exposing his vulnerability to the camera lens.
We knew he’d trade his suit and tie
for cargo shorts and a Pink Floyd t-shirt
any day
just for a chance
to hike Mount Katahdin
with no concern for the valley
that loomed beneath his bare feet
or kayak through a New England summer,
stretching his arms to the sky.

Far removed from his tiny office
and the cluttered, tumultuous house on Buel Avenue,
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a day might bring the promise
of unknown lands explored,
of a new record released and relished,
of autumn leaves descending into a whirlpool of sunshine,
of silence broken with boisterous laughter and a picnic basket.
But confined to a decaying borough
where farmland was consumed by complexes
and family spaghetti houses by fast-food pizza chains
and children’s impromptu adventures by corporate greed,
life is no longer sustainable or virtuous.
Folk songs and poetry are swallowed by autotuned imposters,
as his thirst for love and adventure
is quenched by the staunch scent of bourbon.
Animals who had once posed beside him
flee the disturbing scene,
too innocent to bear testament to the atrocities
that bring the spectacles from the seventies
clattering down the stairs in a sea of shattered glass.
In the tragic aftermath of a crippled future
and oppressive guilt
and unimaginable regret,
he breaks free of his greatest demons
to take his rightful throne
at the zenith of an unpolluted New England sky,
tired of lying in the sunshine, staying home
to watch the rain.

Kayaking in the clouds, he watches
brothers, sisters, and nieces relive
his experiences in the wild mountains
and blow out birthday candles with crossed eyes
and play in the muddy fields of plentiful farmland
and sprint down the track in a suit and tie.
So he runs and he runs to catch up with the sun,
but it’s sinking,
racing round to come up behind him again.
The sun is the same in a relative way,
but he’s older,
though far past shortness of breath and inevitable death.
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Home,
Home again.
He likes to be here, when he can.2

If he had ever been free or one with nature
during his hike through humankind,
it was an optical illusion
or perhaps tinted by the rose-colored frames
of his spectacles from the seventies.

1. Pink Floyd, “Time”
2. Ibid.
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The Source of the River Nile
HALLIE S. WILK
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Linn Run
KAYLA JULIO
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Letting It Out
NATALIE ORGA
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Medusa’s Dream
NATALIE ORGA
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Ashen Winter
GRACE BUSHWAY
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The Grim Necessity
BRETT ANDERSON
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Flag
SAM M. ARKIN
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Pinkie Promise
KAILEY WHITE
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Stairway to Heaven
KATHERINE MANGIONE
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3rd Party
SAM M. ARKIN
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Peekaboo
KATHERINE MANGIONE
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Sk8
AUTUMN BRENDLE
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Not My Type
AUTUMN BRENDLE
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Making the Switch
NATALIE ORGA

77

Peaches and Cream
MARGARET G. SULLIVAN
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Tegallalang Rice Terrace
SARA READ
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A Dollar Bill, Two Paperclips, and a
Question
RACHEL NORI
On June 1st, on first Monday of the summer, there came a
knock on the door of the elderly Harold Menkin (Mr. Menkin to acquaintances, Harry to his loved ones.) It was an unprecedented knock,
for on this day and on any other day really, Harold was not expecting
any visitors. No one had called Harold “Harry” in some time, and it had
even been a while since he heard the words “Mr. Menkin” traverse the
lips of a real, living person. No, it was fair to say that Harold was not
expecting the knock. This may, in fact, be the reason that, the first time
he heard it, he did not deign to lift himself from the armchair which
had over time become an extension of his own body. He assumed, as
any such man in his position might, that it was a mistake, or simply an
overenthusiastic mail boy delivering his weekly subscriptions. It was
only when a second, slightly timid knock echoed through the dusty,
thin walls of Harold’s living room that he reasoned that, yes, somebody was at his door.
This seems like a very straightforward conclusion to draw in
a very ordinary situation. Surely, you yourself have heard a knock on
your door, and opened it. This week, in all probability, and maybe even
this very day. But, for Harold, this knock being so out of the ordinary,
the conclusion that he drew from it upset his system in a way we could
not imagine. He could not help the burgeoning sense of hope fighting
to make its way through the hard, ancient layers of solitude that filled
his fragile form with weight. The breaking up of this, as Harold heard
the second knock on his door, flooded him with excitement that
he was in no more control of than the deep lines which sunk into his
exceedingly kind face. Lines of laughter, lines of years of warmth and
smiles, crinkling now again like they used to, just because of two soft
knocks at the door.
His hands shaking with what might be excitement, he reached
for the softly shining silver handle that seemed to whisper to him
words of encouragement, legs having moved him forward with more
fervor than they had had even in youth. He twisted the knob, and the
door creaked open.
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A small child, hand hovering nervously over the splintering,
cobwebbed door of the house where it was said that a very scary old
grinch resided. A singular muffin sat squashed in his palm. Bobby Lee,
as his wide eyes scanned the door — which looked to him like the
entrance to a very spooky haunted house where not only a Grinch,
but a ghost lived probably — was gripped with the same fear that
other children his age might have of the dark. That is, paralyzing, allconsuming fear, the type one can only truly experience when they are
young and still honestly believe that a monster with great big jaws and
scales is waiting to harm them in the shadows.
But Bobby Lee was no wimp. At least, that is what he told himself as he knocked the first time on the door. Exhaling quickly, Bobby
paused, as if waiting for someone to come out of a nearby bush and
knock him over. When that did not happen, his still-chalky face settled
into something very much like resolution, and he knocked once again.
He thought at this moment of his mama, who sent him, and of how
proud she would be of what a big boy he was being. Unfortunately for
his confidence, it was that moment that the door opened.
				

......

				

......

And so there they stood. An old man and a young boy. Harold
Menkin and Bobby Lee. Surveying each other as though across a film,
as if attempting to decide if the other was real.
Harold Menkin was not always old. It is easy to think of the
elderly that way; it almost seems sometimes as though they must have
sprung forth from their mother’s wombs with gray hair and a cranky
disposition. Certainly, for the youngest of us, this is true because they
have always been old in our recent recollection. Bobby Lee, for instance, would be completely unable to fathom the idea that Harold
Menkin, the wrinkly man with the Grinch reputation and the bald spot,
had ever been his age. That he had ever played outside and pretended
he was a superhero and been read to as he fell asleep. But of course,
he had.
It was in these years that Harry often found himself sitting beneath an exceptionally large, twisty oak in his backyard. Harry would
do drawings, which sat before him, unassuming in the trim, well-kept
grass of their backyard. Harry was proud of his drawings, which were
more or less the same each time, having several little figures; Mom,
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Dad, Sissy and Gramps. He never thought to include himself in the illustrations, but that mattered little. This was the kind of family whose
bonds were not contingent on things such as pictures. Still, it was
sweet, and Harry knew just what to do with them.
He would gingerly lift his drawings as though they were pieces
of fine art, which I suppose to him they were. Harry walked slowly, but
with a pronounced spring in his step to where an old man with twinkling eyes always sat watching him.
This was not just any old man, however. This was the one and
only Gramps himself. This was an exalted position in Harry’s little
mind. Harry loved the old man and the way he looked at him as if he
was the most important person in the world, and the way he would
fall asleep while playing cards and insist the next morning that he
had been awake the whole time, and the way that when he watched
Harry alone, he snuck the spooky type of movies Mom and Dad said
he wasn’t allowed to watch. Gramps and Harry. Harry and Gramps. An
unbeatable duo, to be sure.
Harry collapsed unto the old man’s lap, giggling, as Gramps let
out an exaggerated “oof” but would always fail to keep the smile out of
his eyes. He would take the picture in his hands and the smile would
spread to reach his mouth as he exclaimed that, wow! This really was
very good, and Harry, feigning modesty, uttered a thank you of the
kind that a prince would use when accepting his crown.
It was at this point that Gramps often pulled a dollar bill from
his pocket, and Harry, upon seeing it, lit up with excited fervor, knowing what was coming.
“Do you want to see a magic trick?”
Harry nodded reverently. And Gramps would show Harry a
trick he had seen a thousand times. He would pull the dollar bill out
of his pocket. It would seem to just be folded up, with paper clips
holding it together. But, as Gramps pulled it together, the two clips
linked somehow! Harry was always amazed, until he got old enough
and Gramps finally taught him how to do it. You just folded it like an
accordion, and had the clips linked from the very beginning, but the
paper was folded so you couldn’t see. Harry was amazed he had never
guessed such a simple trick. He smiled at Gramps. It would be their
secret.
				
......
Bobby Lee, on that very morning of June 1st, found himself,
as so many other children do at this point, exceedingly bored. He had
played with his action figures by himself, counted all his fingers and
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toes by himself, and watched his favorite cartoon for a whole twenty
minutes, you guessed it-by himself. As much as he wracked his little
brain for other things to do, there was nothing. It was the first morning of the first day of the summer, and Bobby Lee had already exhausted all his favorite activities.
Though, he cannot be to blame for this. Maybe, just maybe, had
Bobby Lee’s mom and dad spent more time with their little boy, they
would have noticed that underneath that youthful face, a rather intelligent brain was at work. Maybe they would have noticed his curious
affinity for the stars. If they were different parents, maybe they would
have spent their time sat together by the computer or under the sky
itself and talked about constellations and planets and stars. Maybe, if
they had spent any time with their son at all, they would have seen
and nursed this passion. Maybe Bobby Lee would have flourished
under any interest and attention at all to him. Maybe he would have
grown up and gone to space, and touched the cratered, tough surface
of the moon for himself. But, as it was, Bobby Lee’s parents remained
unaware, and after multiple attempts to tell them about his exciting
discoveries and they did not respond, he assumed it was stupid after
all. Bobby Lee would not, in fact, become an astronaut or an astrophysicist or anything of the sort. Instead, he was bored.
It was then that he decided to see what Mom was up to. He
found her, dressed all fancy, in the living room, hands at work creating
a knot on the top of her head. When she saw him, she gave a start. It
is true, to be fair, that she and her husband loved their little boy very
much. They just forgot about him sometimes. This was one of those
times.
As soon as Bobby Lee saw her, he knew that Mom and Dad
were going to a Very Important Event ™. When he asked Mom what
he should do when they were gone, she pursed her lips for a moment,
thinking. It was then that the idea came to her. She had, on her morning power walk a few days ago, observed an old man several houses
down braving the outdoors to get his mail. The rush of selfrighteous
pity that filled her caused her to ask her neighbors about the man,
who all said he was kindly enough, and never had any visitors, the
poor old sod. This was why, she suggested to Bobby Lee, why don’t
you go bring over the muffins I made last night? And see if Mr. Menkin
down the street needed any help today?
Bobby Lee, already fighting the rising feeling of panic in his
throat, nodded. He then realized; Mom thought he could handle the
Grinch. His chest swelled with pride as he resolved that he would not
let Mom down.
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She watched his small form grow smaller as she left in the car
with Dad that day and felt an odd pang in her chest. She asked Dad if
he thought she was a good mom, and he nodded, but he had not really
been listening.
				
......

An old man and a small boy, staring at each other, both suddenly frozen, across a doorway that seemed more a chasm. An old man
and a small boy, with cores of emptiness, radiating with loneliness
that desperately yearned to reach out across that chasm and unite,
but were also held back by some nebulous, divisive force. An old man,
after several minute-long seconds, endeavoring to reach across,
pushing back against the resistance and asking a young boy as kindly
as he could, what it was that he needed. A young boy saying that his
mom sent him, and that he was wondering if the old man needed help
with anything, while shoving forth a too-far-gone muffin in a small fist.
Silence.
				

......

When Harold was old enough to get married and have a family
of his own, he did so with boundless excitement, eager to create the
kind of bonds that he himself had grown up with. The issue was that
Harold was an especially important man. And as an especially important man, Harold had an especially important job. One does not need
to be bored with the details, but just know that he supervised a lot of
people and held the strings of a lot of fates in his hands. He was a compassionate and empathetic man, even in his ruthless industry, but as a
compassionate and empathetic man in such an industry, had to work
more than double everyone else to prove his worth. And so, he did. As
his dear wife, Molly Menkin, witnessed their son’s first steps, and their
daughter’s first words, Harold slaved away behind his desk, every so
often glimpsing the portrait resting strategically at eyelevel. Yes, of
course he did it for them. By the time Harold got home, his children
and wife were asleep, but he would walk into each room and hug each
one, risking waking them for that one moment of connection.
Looking back, this was Harold’s greatest regret. Maybe, if he
had worked a little less, his children would visit him. Maybe, if he had
worked a little less, he would have noticed Molly’s symptoms of fatigue and nausea before it was too late. And maybe, just maybe, he and
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Molly would be sitting there right now, showing their grandchildren a
cool trick that he had once learned from another old man many
long years ago.
				
......

It ended, or rather began, when Harold said thank you and that
he did not need anything done. Bobby continued to look at him, and it
was Harold’s eyes that did it. There was an ancient kindness there, one
that could dissolve even the most scared little boy’s fears. It was a look
that felt like home. It was then that Bobby realized that maybe this
was no Grinch after all. Harold asked, pulling forth a dollar bill from
his pocket. It was already folded, waiting.
“Do you want to see a magic trick?”
Bobby had in fact forgot about his fear altogether at these
words, and nodded in an excited way, eyes widening, never having
been asked to play any game with anyone before who had looked at
him with such kindness and warmth.
It was like that. A dollar bill. Two paperclips. The mending of
two souls that had been prior defined by abandonment and shattering
isolation, piecing themselves together in each other’s company. One
deck of cards. One question. That day, that was all it took.
Harold stepped across the doorway.
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Up Next
HANNAH! EVANS

The human instinct I like to think of best
Is the one where we glance at
The song about to play next,
In some accidental way,
Before we know we chose to do that.

Our eyes are always flicking to the words
At the bottom of the page-The good words, daring words,
Words that make you feel,
Like kiss and love and pain.

When we realize what we’ve done,
We must make the momentous decision
To scroll back up, or skip that essential,
Not-essential piece we left behind.
Sometimes, mind already moving,
We read the same paragraph infinite times,
Without having read it at all.
We’re always
Leaving off, some would say spoiling,
Looking for the future
In unconscious ways, and hating
That we did that, again.

We’re taking the ‘natural’ away from ‘progression’,
Putting ourselves in medias res
And digging, clawing our way back out again,
Endlessly skipping back and forth
To try and revive a long dead sense of surprise.
Here: I’ll give you permission, ease your mind.
You don’t need to tell yourself not to look.
You just have to forgive what you find.
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Not Now, Not Ever. Not On My Watch
JENNA L. PAVIS

Twelve years after stepping foot in Mabel I. Wilson elementary
school, I had finally come to terms with my own version of success.
Or, at the very least, my conscious mind convinced me I had. To be fair,
this concept was very visually appealing to the naked eye. Picture-perfect marks on paper, a lengthy list of all-state accolades for musicianship, scholarships to competitive colleges, and a congenial disposition
for added measure. The kind of person who effortlessly controls their
existence without fault. This was the beautiful costume I squeezed
myself into each morning, even though its miniscule size was impossible for any human to model. When the costume ripped, it didn’t just
split into two seamless pieces. It was torn, severed, and devoured by
the fangs of fear and failure.
The attack came in late May, the point in spring where anticipation blooms with the wild Lady Slippers in the Maine forests. Around
the corner from Mabel I. Wilson, my 18-year-old self could be found in
the gym-turned-band room, the heart and soul of Greely High School.
I spent many an afternoon there, hunched over a composition, eyebrows furrowed in determination and focus. That day was no different. A fortnight away from graduation, I was chasing my most
familiar vision of success: the award. For a cheap plastic trophy that
would later gather dust on my top shelf, it certainly had become the
Holy Grail of my musical journey. With blue Nikes tapping incessantly
on the tile floor, I pursued my pipe dream of a flawless performance.
As soon as one of my fingers slipped off the saxophone or a sour note
ensued, I stopped, shook my head in frustration, and started over. It
doesn’t have to be perfect, a tiny voice would whisper tentatively, but it
was drowned out by all noise. The truth was, it did have to be perfect,
and that expectation was the catalyst for the explosion to come.
Deeply engaged in my quest for perfection, I barely noticed a
distant figure squeeze through the entrance to my left. It wasn’t until
a glimpse of bright red caught my eye that I looked up, startled, to find
my dad in his courier uniform. It was almost like watching an old
friend from your high school years saunter into your workplace thirty
years after graduation. The person and the circumstance do not fit, yet
they somehow connect two threads of your past and your present.
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Only this unexpected encounter would not be joyful or pleasant.
Surprised yet blissfully unaware, I laid my instrument down
atop the piano.
“Oh, hey, what are you doing here? I’m working on the piece for
that competition in a couple weeks,” I said, still in full rehearsal mode. 		
“Did Mike let you out early today or something?”
No reply. It wasn’t until I began gathering my music that the
dreaded knowledge was spoken into existence.
“I know,” he answered coarsely. “I know what happened in
math. Your teacher knows, too. He emailed me this afternoon.”
Just hearing the disappointment in his voice was like a knife to
the abdomen. Nothing more needed to be said in order to make the
situation abundantly clear. But I couldn’t stand idly by as my reputation was flushed down the toilet. Not now, not ever. Not on my watch.
“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” I replied, trying to
sound nonchalant but struggling to keep my voice steady. As the long
silence delayed the inevitable uproar to come, I kept my hands busy
with the all-consuming task of organizing sheet music. Here’s page
two of the Tableaux de Provence; oh, and page five of the Glazunov
Concerto should be sorted into the orange binder, and the penultimate
page of –
“Jenna,” my dad interrupted, his deep voice wavering. “No more
pretending. Pack up your things and we’re getting out of here.”
The tone of his voice was enough to make me go into some kind
of hypoglycemic shock that I watched my best friend experience back
in sixth grade. I could manage only gasps of air and viewed my blurred
surroundings as if I were hanging upside-down from the tire swing in
my grandparents’ backyard. All I remember from the car ride home
was sending a sparse text to friends, making up some excuse why I
wouldn’t be able to meet them at “Toot’s” for ice cream. They surely
could never know what had become of me. Not now, not ever. Not on
my watch.
Cut to the next scene. You’ll find the protagonist receded deep
into the corner of the family love seat, with her parents positioned
diagonally across from her on the couch. The mother periodically
crosses and uncrosses her legs, struggling to find a position that will
help her comprehend the situation at hand. The father fiddles with his
Fitbit, as if he were trying to –
“What in the world possessed you to do such a thing?” Mama
whispered, and with her question brought the sobering reminder that
we weren’t filming a movie. “Cheating on an exam? That’s not you,
that’s never been you! I thought we taught you better than that.”
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Throughout this emotionally squeamish inquiry, I could not
bring myself to answer with anything other than “I don’t know” in a
tiny voice and recoil deeper into the arm of the love seat. The truth
was, I really didn’t know at the time. I had no idea what had driven me
to take such extreme measures, measures that not only put my college scholarships in jeopardy, but that which were the anthesis of my
core beliefs. When I googled the answers to that exam, secured within
the confines of a private classroom, I recall consciously eliminating all
feelings of remorse and guilt. The process itself was almost robotic.
Stress, anxiety, and severe depression were the impulsive forces that
controlled my motives for the day, as they had every day for the entire
school year. “Do whatever it takes,” the three serpents would whisper
convincingly in my ear. “Failure will never breed success. You don’t
want that, do you?” No. Not now, not ever. Not on my watch.
That statement, “Not now, not ever. Not on my watch,” could
perhaps be the international anthem for one who is “driven by a fear
of failure quite as much as a desire for success,” as stated by J.K. Rowling in her Harvard graduation speech. It wasn’t until several years
later that I fully understood how fear of failure had driven me to a
breaking point. The fear of failure and an unhealthy desire for success are as close together and as far apart as love and hate. They both
breed surface-level stories of success, but one at a much greater price
than the other. I experienced the poverty that ensues after paying a
pretty penny for the fear of failure.
The wrinkled exam may have had a fake 99 scribbled on the
front page, but it was done so at the expense of my teacher’s trust, my
permanent record, and my dignity. That begs the question, does a high
two-digit number automatically equate to success? An otherwise
celebratory moment in my life had been warped into a disarray of confusion and disappointment, all in the name of perfection and by extension, this thing we call “success.” In the lifespan of my eighteen years
on the planet, my greatest fear had been realized: failure itself. During
a desperate attempt to achieve success, I had tarnished my reputation and thrown away any chance of a perfect cadence to conclude the
symphony of high school.
I had a counselor tell me that those few months would never
define my entire secondary school career, for it was merely a wrinkle
in time. As comforting a sentiment as it was, I could never escape the
mistakes of my past during those final moments. Descending down the
risers to the glorious accompaniment of my classmates’ cheers, I wondered what my math teacher was thinking as I received the superior
musicianship prize. Was I worthy? Stress, anxiety and depression
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hissed that I didn’t even come close. My epic failure was the only proof
I needed to answer that question. For double digits atop a sheet of
paper that no longer exists, it certainly wasn’t worth it.
It’s too bad that it took eight whole years for me to come to this
consensus. Tracing it all back, I vividly recall the first time I obtained
a ‘partially meets’ instead of my usual ‘exceeds’ on a fifth-grade math
exam. During the car ride home, my distraught 11-year-old self contested that it wasn’t good enough, in spite of my mother’s efforts to
convince me otherwise. Right then and there, the dangerous concept
of perfect entered my mind, and with it, a skewed idea of what success
really meant. It festered like an open wound, growing year by year
until it reached a breaking point on that fateful June afternoon. Finally,
the healing process could begin.
Not surprisingly, it turns out that the three serpents of stress,
anxiety, and depression were mistaken. Failure, from the Latin fallere
meaning “to deceive,” does breed success, or at least leads you down
the right path. A perpetual fear of failure manifests itself in deception.
Not only had my disturbing actions deceived beloved teachers and
parents, but they had also succeeded in deceiving me. Fear of failure
made me avoid what is objectively not a failure, which would have
been an 80 on the exam. In a quest to evade the tale of fake failure that
I spun in my own mind, I had succeeded in actually failing by committing an act of deception itself. In the end, deception could not outwit
honesty, leaving my broken spirit to pick up the pieces and
come to terms with the true meaning of success.
Looking back, there will always be an ugly smudge of black ink
that envelops the final notes of high school’s festive postlude. I’ll never
hear the sweet sounds of those pitches, nor will I know the closure
of a happy ending. But with this failure, my greatest fear had come to
pass. I was free, in a sense, to alter my course and entertain my organic, inarguable desires without giving destructive ambition a foothold. Perhaps now I can perform a piece all the way through without
stopping when a sour note ensues, or I can be proud of myself when I
see an 85 atop an exam. However tedious the journey may be, I can be
sure that an untarnished, “perfect” cadence awaits me at the end. For
now, forever, and always on my watch.
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Excerpt of Cumberland: “From Someone
Who Appreciates You, XOXO”
JENNA L. PAVIS
Once upon a childhood fantasy
on a parcel of land where I played with the dandelions
where I was taught but never learned
where I begged for attention but never said a word
where I cried under false pretenses
where I swallowed your suburban lies for thirteen years
all for a sense of popularity and acceptance.
Day by day
afternoon after afternoon
I stumbled down the path to greenery,
bound for my sanctuary, or so I thought
succeeding in what I knew
but lacking in my personhood.

A hole-in-one on eight was great
the photograph with my index finger to the sky
surrounded by friends who barely knew my name
was the only evidence needed to win the contest
for poster-child athlete who lives down the block.
Who was I fooling?
Unequivocal talent cannot erase broken dreams
or a lonely soul
or empty praises
or merciless taunting
or a lifelong pursuit for stimulating conversation.
All the accolades you bestowed upon me
will never come close to
the person I cruelly sacrificed as raw bait,
never to be seen or heard from again
until five years to the day.

No more am I the cookie-cutter suburban boy
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that you raised like a calf for slaughter,
convincing me that small-town sports
are the be-all-end-all of childhood.
No longer does my face surface
in local newspapers,
your name printed proudly beneath in bold,
unveiling to maybe fifteen readers
the location of my private haven,
though I was never able to call you home.
No more do I win trivial awards for your glory,
which disintegrate in the dust cloud
of a seventy-year-old trophy case,
though you consider it your pride and joy.

No longer do your cronies invade my existence
by hissing “banana boy” at my yellow polo
or sneering “Mr. 3-on-his-AP-Bio-exam”
or trash-talking me at the rink
or forgetting to invite me to team dinners.
Our mothers may still get margaritas at Louie’s,
but you’re no more than an expired
Natty Light in my eyes.

You destroyed my chances for meaningful friendships
that didn’t involve dirty photographs in locker rooms
or annual plastic trophies on Turkey day
or belittling group texts that lit up my screen
as I succumbed to a restless sleep.
When graduation came upon me
and all hope was lost for celebration
or invitations to parties,
a single balloon
arrived on my doorstep down the block.

“From Someone Who Appreciates You, XOXO”
read the accompanying card in fancy cursive.
Too bad that sentiment wasn’t from you.
Don’t you recall?
Cursive wasn’t in the curriculum.
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The Long Branch
ELEANOR GROSS

The driver’s side door of a glossy black Ford F-150 swung
open and a brown boot caked in old, dried mud extended from the
truck, sitting warily on the step just outside of the door. A large man,
standing nearly 6’5, ducked out of the opening. Thin, snow-white
hair was blown wildly into a peak at the top of his head and pale blue
eyes glanced from building to building, examining his surroundings.
Midwestern-themed fronts gave a cartoonish image to the shops lining
the long road, but empty sidewalks suggested a forgotten town. The
scruff of a white beard had begun to show on his jaw and neck and
deep wrinkles lined his forehead and crinkled at his eyes. Tanned skin
hung loose at his neck, speckled with sunspots and moles. He wore
black Levi jeans and a wrinkled baby blue button-down shirt that
strained to stay closed at his distended belly. A white tank top peeked
out from the top of his chest and thin black sunglasses clung to it. Two
thick, brown leather straps held onto the front of both of his shoulders, wrapping around to meet at the top of his back. In his left hand,
he held a long black beanie. Three holes had been cut out of it, two
smaller than the third.
When the passenger door creaked open, another man climbed
out of the vehicle and stiff, cropped black and grey hairs suggested a
military veteran, but a bald crown atop his head proved it was only a
ruse. He wore a heavy leather jacket, now a dull black from age and
lack of care. It hugged his broad shoulders and thick middle like an old
friend and squeaked quietly as the man moved. Though his eyes were
hidden by dark sunglasses, large unruly eyebrows streaked in silver
and grey glowered in a firm frown. A small black backpack made for
hiking clung to his shoulders, clipped together at the front of his chest.
This man held a black beanie of his own in his left hand. With his free
hand, he steadied the thick black strap carrying a rifle on his right
shoulder.
“Where’s Annie?” the other man demanded, rounding the bed
of the truck to meet the man with the rifle standing on the sidewalk.
The man with the rifle grunted, sliding his passenger seat
forward to reveal a six-year-old child dozing in the backseat. She wore
red slippers and a pink dress adorned in white polka dots, with a lace
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frill delicately lining the bottom. Under her dress she wore a loose pair
of grey joggers, rolled at the top to keep them from sliding off when
she walked. A large blue baseball cap shaded her eyes, but her head
was tilted back to reveal a tiny mouth agape, with drool dribbling
down the side of her cheek and neck. In her left hand she held three
soggy goldfish crackers, which she had been happily enjoying before
she had fallen asleep.
“Do we have to wake her up?” the man with the rifle whined.
The man in the blue shirt glared at his partner.
“I’m not having this argument again. She can’t stay in the truck
while we’re inside,” the man in the blue shirt growled. He turned his
back to the girl and looked down the street to a tall building with huge
black letters above the door that read THE LONG BRANCH DINER &
BAR.
“How long are we going to have to keep doing this, Bill?” the
man with the rifle asked. He couldn’t tear his eyes away from the girl
before him.
“Until she’s old enough to pay for herself, George,” Bill answered. He sized up The Long Branch. Two long sets of floor-to-ceiling
windows on either side of the front door let in natural light, though
soon the people inside would have to turn on the ceiling lights if they
wanted to see anything. The sun had begun to whisper its goodbyes
in dusty shadows on the buildings lining the street, and darkness was
setting upon the town.
George tenderly lifted the baseball cap from the child’s eyes
and couldn’t help but hold his breath. Her wispy brown hair had
streaked across her pale face and her beautiful little freckles dotted
the bridge of a tiny upturned nose.
“She looks just like Becca,” George gasped, “God, she looks just
like Becca.” He brought the blue baseball cap to his heart and tears
threatened to spill over his eyes. Bill leaned over George’s shoulder to
get a better look at the girl.
“Then let’s do what Becca would have wanted and wake her up.
She can’t stay in the car, George,” Bill said gently. “I miss her too, but
now Annie’s our responsibility, and we’ll just have to do our best,” he
said as he patted George’s shoulder.
“Annie, honey, it’s time to wake up,” George whispered, nudging
her knee, “it’s gumball time.” Gentle amber eyes cracked open and tiny
hands balled into fists as arms and legs whined into a stretch. Annie
gazed sleepily at her uncle as realization lit up her face.
“It’s gumball time?” Annie eagerly asked. She kicked her legs
back and forth and bounced up and down until her her seat shook.
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“And then can we get pancakes?” Before she had begun living with her
uncles, Annie had never been allowed to have pancakes. Now, theywere a regular and much-anticipated occurrence.
“And then we can have pancakes,” Uncle George nodded.
Uncle Bill dug into his pocket and produced a crumpled beige
stocking. Handing it to his brother, he made sure to block Annie from
view of anyone who might be watching from a store window. In this
town exposed guns rarely raised questions but a six-year-old with
panty hose on her head might gather some unwanted attention. Uncle
George gingerly slid the stocking over Annie’s face, doing his best to
tuck all of her hair into the back of it. No matter how hard he tried, a
few strands always managed to escape and blow freely out from under
the mask. Annie didn’t really mind the stocking, but it blurred her vision a bit and made it harder to see the gumballs.
“Do you think you could find a red gumball this time, Annie?”
Uncle Bill asked, turning to her.
Annie pondered her uncle’s question for a moment, her face
contorted in the stocking. Her nostrils were turned upwards, and her
lips and eyes were squashed under the fabric. She had never gotten a
red gumball before.
“Yes!” Annie replied enthusiastically. She was ready to take on
this challenge.
Uncle George stepped back to allow Annie to climb out of the
truck and held her hand as they walked towards the diner. Opening his
leather jacket, he produced a plastic sandwich bag filled with quarters. Annie gripped it tightly and shook the bag so the quarters rattled
inside. The heavier the bag was, the longer she could take to find her
gumball. This gumball time was going to take a while.
Uncle George and Uncle Bill stopped just short of the door to
the tall white-washed brick building, sliding their own masks down
over their faces. Removing the sunglasses from his tank top, Uncle Bill
slid them over his eyes. Annie always loved it when they wore their
hat masks, because she thought their mouths looked funny poking out
from those holes. Uncle Bill produced a handgun from the right side of
his holster and Uncle George brought his rifle to the front of his
body. Bracing her bag of quarters against her chest, Annie made sure
to stay silent.
Uncle Bill went in first. The door jingled a welcome as he
opened it and he marched straight into the dining area with his gun
drawn. Uncle George followed, still holding Annie’s hand, but he
stopped to direct her to a giant red gumball machine to his right in the
hallway that led to the dining area.
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She placed the first quarter in the slot and turned the worn
metal knob, click. A scream erupted from the dining room. Turning the
knob clockwise until the slot reappeared without her quarter, Annie
held her palm out under the tiny silver door just under the knob. A
blue gumball. That simply wouldn’t do.
She could hear Uncle George yell for people to get on the
ground with the same rough voice he always used during gumball
time. Annie shoved the blue gumball into the right pocket of her joggers. She stopped to admire the brilliant scarlet red of this gumball
machine. The last one was so dull and faded and it had felt cheap and
phony under her touch. It was plastic, she thought, and she hadn’t
liked the scrapes on it that revealed the white beneath its coating. Her
previous favorite gumball machine had a transparent trunk with a
spiral slide for the gumballs to run down before appearing in her hand
and she had used up all of the quarters rather quickly that time just
to watch and re-watch the gumballs make their beautiful descent. She
had been sloppy during that gumball time and hadn’t gotten the color
Uncle Bill had wanted.
Running her pointer finger along the cool metal of this gumball machine, she decided this one was her new favorite. Its globe was
glass, not plastic and the knob had just the right amount of scoring to
give someone a good grip on it. It was a bit sticky, but Uncle Bill always
said that just meant it was well-loved.
To her left, Uncle George’s voice echoed as he threatened to
shoot anyone who moved. Sometimes someone did move, though,
and Uncle George would shoot the ceiling to scare them again. Annie
always hated the noises people would make when they were scared.
Whimpers and screams, cries and prayers would all come out of
people’s mouths, but it never stopped Uncle George and Uncle Bill. Annie paused to peek around the corner to where her uncles were and
stood in awe of the stuffed game lining the upper walls. A giant black
bear skin made into a rug gaped at her, and a lynx posed magnificently
on a shelf by the teacups. Annie had always loved the pancakes at this
diner and adored the taxidermized pheasant behind the counter at the
register. An old waitress dressed in her white apron and baby blue
dress caught Annie’s attention as she whimpered. Her clasped hands
shook at the back of her head. Old waitresses were never fit for these
sorts of events. Two people with large backpacks and new sneakers
crouched under their table, and a line cook held his spatula high in the
air from his place on the floor.
Resuming her task, Annie slid a second quarter into the slot
on top of the knob and kept her eyes locked on the red gumball in the
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machine. Standing on her tippy toes she squashed her face against the
glass globe, pleading silently for the gumball to come to her this time.
It was always harder to see with the stocking over her head, but she
wasn’t allowed to take it off until they were all back in the truck.
Click, she turned the knob and watched the gumballs in the machine rustle while they lost another member to Annie’s hand. A white
gumball. No no no, this wouldn’t do either. She needed a red gumball.
Red, do you hear me? she scolded the machine with a tiny accusing
finger.
A tall, slender man rounded the corner to her right, wiping his
hands on his loose blue jeans. Annie didn’t bother to glance up, too
focused on demanding a new gumball from the machine. She thought
she heard the man stifle a chuckle upon seeing her but ignored him
anyway. The man stood silently watching as Annie placed another
quarter into the slot and turned the knob, click. A gunshot from the
other room broke the man’s fascination and Annie watched him from
the corner of her eye, waiting for him to put his long legs to use and
run. But the man stood still, silently analyzing the situation. Why
wasn’t he running? She paused to focus more on the person standing
to her right. He wasn’t afraid, not in the way the other skinny men
were always afraid. Having piqued her interest, Annie turned her head
to face the man. He almost took a step back when she met his eyes, but
he paused.
Squatting to her level, the man said quietly, “You know, if you
can see the gumball you want, that means you’re even further from
getting to it.” Intelligent dark eyes sparkled at her, and she could
almost see a hint of amusement in them. She felt her cheeks and ears
burn crimson red at the sight of him, but was thankful the stocking obscured it from his view. She had never met someone as pretty as this
man was.
Annie huffed in exasperation and looked back at the gumball
machine, re-evaluating her tactics . . . maybe he was right. With a grunt
she placed her quarters at her feet and curled around the globe of
gumballs, trying to see which ones were closest to the bottom now.
Satisfied, she turned back to the tall man and gave him a sharp nod in
place of a “thanks.”
Mirroring Annie’s nod, the pretty slender man with loose jeans
stood up, looking around. He turned his back to her and silently disappeared around the corner he had come from. Her heart had a dull ache
in his absence, but she had to focus on what she was doing. Returning her attention to the gumballs, she placed another quarter into the
machine.
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Uncle George’s voice floated from the other room to Annie’s
ears, asking someone about the quality of the pheasant behind the
counter. The ding of an old register creaking open and the highpitched sound of a zipper running along its tracks on a backpack told
Annie she needed to hurry now if she wanted to get the red gumball.
She had wasted valuable time looking at the skinny man and she
scolded herself for it.
Quarter after quarter disappeared into the gumball machine, to
no avail. A yellow gumball popped out. No, that wouldn’t do. A green
gumball, then a purple one, next a blue one; even a white gumball, all
came spilling out of the scarlet trunk before her. None of these were
red and Annie began to grow impatient. Her pockets were filled with a
rainbow of colors, but not the right color.
Uncle George’s heavy footsteps told her it was time to leave,
but she wasn’t ready to go yet. Blowing on her last quarter, she cursed
the machine and the red gumball that hid from her. She placed the coin
into the slot and turned the knob slowly, listening for the click and
waiting in silence as the machine rattled and groaned its last payment
to her. She placed her hand below the tiny silver door under the knob
and watched as her prize rolled unceremoniously into her palm.
The color clashed with the paleness of the skin on her hands
and she let a groan of disappointment escape her throat. This was the
color of the sunrise, not the sunset. Orange. It was orange.
Gripping the gumball tightly in her fist, Annie glanced at her
sandwich bag on the floor. It had been reduced to an empty sack sitting at her feet and she wished she could just find one more quarter.
One more so she could try again.
Uncle George appeared in the doorway and she swept her
closed palm behind her back, unwilling to reveal a gumball that wasn’t
red. Her uncle cocked hishead to the side, silently asking what she was
hiding. Embarrassed, Annie gingerly raised her hand in front of her
and opened her palm to reveal an orange gumball. Her ears burned
with shame, because she knew this wasn’t the one Uncle Bill had
wanted her to find, but it was the closest color to red that she
had.
Uncle George knelt down in front of Annie and silently observed the trophy sitting solemnly in her palm. Patting her head, he
offered his free hand to her with the shadow of a smile on his lips.
Annie kept the orange ball tight in her fist and took Uncle George’s
open hand without a word. They walked out of the diner and the door
jingled its goodbyes to them.
As Annie hoisted herself into the backseat of the truck, Uncle
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George removed the offwhite stocking from her head and smoothed
down her chestnut hair. Uncle Bill emerged from the building, hurriedly opening his driver-side door and placing the stuffed pheasant
he held under his arm in the backseat with Annie. She quietly caressed
the iridescent green feathers on its head and neck in awe and was
excited to add it to the others in her room. With everyone in the
vehicle, Uncle Bill put the truck into reverse and squealed into a donut,
heading back in the direction they had come from.
“I didn’t find the red gumball,” Annie whispered somberly. She
slowly reached her hand into the space between the seats where her
uncles sat, opening her fist to reveal the apricotcolored candy and
waited patiently for disappointed sighs.
“I see you found an orange one, very good job,” Uncle Bill said,
glancing over his arm to see what she had. Annie gazed earnestly
into her uncle’s eyes in the rear-view mirror, trying to figure out if he
meant what he said. He met her eyes for a brief moment and winked
and Annie knew he was telling the truth.
Sinking back down into her seat, she took time to examine the
gumball, wondering why it was just as good as a red one. It was almost
red, but softer. The shiny exterior was beginning to wear off in the
tight grasp of her sweaty palm, subduing the brightness it had once
had. She thought back to the tall man she had seen in the hallway. He
had been right; she hadn’t gotten her red gumball because she could
still see it.
“Now can we get pancakes?” Annie asked quietly, still gazing at
her palm.
The sun had set, and darkness laid a thick blanket of black and
deep navy blue over the old western town. Streetlights in the distance
flickered on and did their best to illuminate the sidewalks before
them.
“Now pancakes, Hun,” Uncle George answered, reaching back to
pat Annie’s leg.
She popped the orange gumball into her mouth and strained
to crack its exterior. She had never bothered to try an orange gumball
before and found it to be more bitter-sweet in her mouth than she had
expected. By the time it had lost all flavor, they would be eating pancakes in the next town over and Uncle George would find her a new
gumball machine.
Looking behind her, she glimpsed the outline of a tall, slender
figure backlit by one of the streetlights. Squinting to make out the
details of the shadow, she noticed it was the man from the gumball
machine. He stood hidden mostly from view of anyone on the street,
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resting in the shadow of the large white wall at the side of the building. His hands in his pockets, he solemnly watched as Annie’s truck
peeled out. Annie offered a gentle half-wave to the man, her stomach
roiling at leaving him behind.
Slowly, the man raised his arm until it was illuminated in the
streetlight at his side. Extending his hand, Annie caught sight of something glinting in his fingers. The man gripped a tiny ball between his
pointer finger and thumb. A ball the color of the sunset. Annie gasped,
nearly letting her orange gumball fall from her mouth. Smirking devilishly, the man shoved the gumball into his mouth and chewed it while
Annie watched helplessly from her seat in the departing truck.
Her fists balled in rage and shock, Annie remembered the
words her uncles had used countless times before when things went
wrong, or a machine refused to work.
Glaring holes into the man in the distance, Annie said, “Oh you
fucker.”
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Articulation
SYDNEY KAPLAN

A poem, a poem
she wanted to write
but sitting down to do it gave her a fright.
Her overthinking engulfed her, swirling in her mind.
She sat back and sighed, somewhat resigned.

She had power over words, that much she knew,
but when she tried to use it, her thoughts stuck like glue.
Her heart a fresh canvas, she looked deep inside
to see what was the matter, why her sun wouldn’t rise.
A poem, a poem, she thought to herself,
as she sat, frustrated, like an empty bookshelf.
Come one, come on, you know you can write,
she said to herself, trying to light
a flame or
a flare or
even a spark,
just something, anything, so that she could embark
on a journey through the mind, the heart, and the hands
she felt really stuck on the ‘ifs’ and the ‘ands’.
Her desire was to compose with courage and grace but
at the end of the day she could only muster a trace
of the chasm of thoughts that permeated her mind
that she wanted to share but struggled to find.
So she sat and she pondered her wordless plight,
trying desperately to fix it all through the night.
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My Great Dream
HANNAH! EVANS

I can’t wait to be read in tenth grade English class-To hear the words they’ll say to describe this, me,
The meaning they’ll get out of this, me.

I can’t wait to be read out loud
In the wrong inflection, with trips and snorts
And the looks and stares that haunt a sophomore lit class.

I can’t wait to confront the kid who tore me to shreds,
Threw me on the ground, and called me a liar,
To be stuck in their mind, though they still claim to hate me years later.
I can’t wait to be disagreed on,
For the teacher to teach it wrong, tragedy,
And for students to stage a glorious revolution, if only in their minds.
I can’t wait to be ignored, unbothered
By the genius high schoolers studying for the math test next period,
Who don’t yet know what to care about, or how.
I can’t wait to be indoctrinated
Into the halls of “I didn’t like it” and “I never read it”,
Occupying conversations in the halls outside the classroom
nonetheless.

I can’t wait to be real. Alive. Made flesh
In the form of messily photocopied sheets of paper
That mostly--but don’t entirely--end up in the recycling bin.
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Swimming Lessons
ELEANOR GROSS

When I was six years old, my mother would take me to the
swimming pool, and I always made it a point not to go to the deep end.
Tip-toeing my way further and further into the water, I would keep my
chin well above the surface, and turn around if I felt I might be fully
submerged. Seeing my reluctance to actually swim, my mother began
encouraging me to paddle my way towards her in the pool, with the
promise of catching me when I reached her. This thin woman, standing at 5’10 with a serious demeanor about her most hours of the day,
was intent on teaching me this valuable skill. Despite her strong Celtic
heritage, her face and neck were almost completely free of freckles
and moles -- a tribute to my grandmother’s insistence on sunscreen
and hats whenever my mother would venture outside. Her deep,
chocolate brown hair, streaked with delicate bits of gray framing the
sides of her face, was always kept at shoulder-length or above, and
she made a point of only ever letting the tips of her strands get wet in
the pool. She rotated between wearing her thin-framed glasses and
contacts, and though she had her ears pierced, she adorned only her
fingers with jewelry, dotting them with a few of the meticulously
selected silver rings she had collected over her lifetime.
Her eagerness for my ability to swim resulted in me doggypaddling towards her in my pink and green swimsuit, laden with
SpongeBob-themed flowers, with my bright purple goggles haphazardly pulled over my eyes. Every time I thought I would reach her outstretched arms and she would catch me, she took a step back, forcing
me to continue my struggle towards her, splashing and pleading for
her to relieve me of this mission.
When she realized her lessons weren’t giving me the level of
swimming competence that she desired, she enrolled me in lessons at
the local pool. The pool was just a ten-minute walk down some quiet
suburban neighborhood roads from my middle-class home in Maryland. I remember the walk back every weekend, goggles situated just
above my forehead, hair stiff and dripping with chlorinated water,
with my froggy towel wrapped tightly around my shivering shoulders. The towel had a hood designed to make the wearer resemble a
green tree frog, with large eyes popping out from the top. My flip-flops
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would squeak and squelch every time I took a step. The sun would
shine between the dense branches of the pear trees lining the streets,
warming me as it passed over my skin.
				

......

The idea was that each student would swim across the pool
from the shallow end to the deep end and then swim off to the side
to pull themselves out. I was already uncomfortable with swimming
in front of everyone in my class, even swimming alone in front of my
instructor. I didn’t like having that many eyes on me at once.
As I swam out, I thought about how much I desperately wanted
this whole thing to be over. How much I despised swimming lessons
and having to be in the freezing water every week. When I reached the
deep end, I dutifully turned to my left to swim towards the edge, as
my instructor asked the next student to swim out to the deep end.
Ducking under the rope of buoys, I realized my goggles weren’t quite
as tight as I would have liked, and water began to tickle my bottom
eyelashes as I quickly brought my head back above the surface. I could
hear the student who had gone after me splashing violently as they
kicked their back feet like propellers. I knew that pulling myself out of
the water was going to be difficult, so I decided to rest for a minute to
catch my breath, hanging onto the side of the pool.
Unfortunately, this pool was lined with slick, baby blue tiles.
When wet, they provided as much traction as black ice in the winter.
After throwing my hand up to grasp the side and hold myself above
the water, I felt my fingertips slip. I took a quick breath before I was
submerged, but the bottom was too far away for me to bounce off of
if I wanted to breathe air in my next breath, so I kicked my feet under
myself to get to the surface as the water seeping under my goggle
lenses stung my eyes. Contorting my face in pain only dislodged my
goggles more, making room for a rush of chlorinated pool water that
blinded me.
I began to panic.
My heart thumped in my chest and deafened my ears. I cracked
my eyes open to slits in my goggles and only saw the bright outline
of the sun’s rays beaming down on me. I kicked with everything I had
and turned my face to the sky. Bringing my mouth just above the surface, I took a gasping breath and waved my arms and legs underwater
to maintain my position. I swung my left arm wildly to feel for the edge
of the pool, scraping my fingertips and nails on the rough concrete of
the inner wall. Pushing upwards against it for traction, I brought my
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full head above the water for a second attempt at breathing. I could
see the student who had swum after me standing on the edge of the
pool only ten feet in front of me, watching the other students take
their
turns.
.
The water in my goggles began to dribble down my face, as the
seal between my cheekbones and the rubber broke once again. Blinking rapidly, with tears welling up in my eyes, I whipped my right arm
around to meet my left at the edge of the pool, still kicking my feet as
hard as I could. My hands slipped from the tiles and again I went under, this time breathing too late and instead swallowing water instead
of air. My lungs burned like they were on fire and it felt like someone
was scraping my inner eyelids with their fingernails. My chest tightened and a scream lodged itself in my throat.
Flapping my arms and legs wildly I paddled once more to the
surface and through my water-logged goggles I caught the eye of the
swimmer who was standing on the edge of the pool near me. The
student who had followed the one after me was standing with them. I
began to cough and choke, spitting up what I had just swallowed. They
just looked away and resumed their passive observance of the other
students performing their swimming skills.
Breathing hard, my lungs burning and my chest aching from
the water and my effort to stay afloat, I tried once more for the edge
of the pool. This time I threw my arms as far over the edge as I could
manage, scraping my armpits and chest on the rough inner wall the
same way my fingertips had earlier. I could feel my hands slipping so
I used my bare feet to clamber up the wall and pulled myself forward
as hard as I possibly could. Crawling out of the pool in an ungraceful
heap, I lay sputtering and coughing on the hard concrete while I tried
to catch my breath. My limbs buzzed and felt as cold as ice.
The sun beat down on me, this time no longer a warm, welcome relief during the walk home from the pool, but a guilty bystander. I turned to look back at the pool and saw my instructor never
noticed me, or, if she did, she paid me no mind. She wore her blonde
hair in a tight bun at the back of her head, and her scarlet Lifeguard
one-piece complimented the pink undertones in her pale skin.
Scrambling to get away from the edge, frustration and panic
and terror bubbled from my stomach up to my throat, becoming a
blind rage to conceal the fear that threatened to consume me. I ripped
my goggles off and let tears stream down my face, only distinguishable
from the pool water by their temperature and flavor: hot and salty. My
nose ran and everything ached, and I willed my stuff muscles to move.
I rushed as quickly as I could to the girl’s bathroom, walking
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because running was against the rules. I breathed in chokes and hiccups and kept my sobs quiet by swallowing them as they appeared.
The bathroom was only illuminated by skylights, and the floor was
wet and slimy against my raw, bare feet. I was alone and I was glad,
but unimaginably disappointed by it. I was glad because it meant I
could deal with this on my own and save myself the embarrassment of
having someone see me cry, but I was disappointed for the same reason. Nobody helped me. They saw me and they didn’t help me. They
would have watched me drown and never given me a second thought.
I had no friends in that class, but I had thought that surely my instructor would notice and save me. She didn’t.
I let the sobs break from my throat and my eyes began to throb
and ache. Water dripped from me and burned my scraped hands and
knees, my red underarms, and the fronts of my shoulders. I hated this
place. I cried and cried until a headache arrived, hammering the inside
of my skull.
When I emerged from the bathroom, I drew my goggles back
down over my eyes to cover how red and puffy they had become. I had
no clue how long I had been gone, but nobody seemed to notice. The
instructor was on the second to last student and I stood far from the
edge, away from the growing group of students with my arms crossed
over my chest, hands tucked underneath them. I didn’t bother wiping my nose. Every time the fear and humiliation would threaten to
emerge again in the form of tears, I would shove it down and away
deep inside my chest, which only served to make it ache even more. I
decided never to tell the instructor or my parents. I decided to try to
forget about it.
				

......

I still had to continue my swimming lessons after that day. On
the last day of class, we had to jump into the deep end from the diving
board and swim to the edge, while the instructor stayed afloat with
her own convenient rescue buoy.
Oh no. I was not jumping back in there.
There was an incentive, they told me. I would get a full-size donut after I swam out of the pool on my own and completed the course.
Nope.
I climbed the three steps up the diving board to reach the long
paddle that would drop me into the pool. Clinging to the railing, I
refused to take another step. I refused to even get far enough onto the
diving board that I could look down at the pool.
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My father was there at my last lesson that day, sitting in a lawn
chair with khaki shorts, brown flip-flops, and a grey t-shirt on. His
arms and neck carried the echo of an old tan ingrained in his skin long
ago from lack of sun protection, and he wore sunglasses that attached
to his bifocals, a product of the early-2000’s. His gray hair had been
cropped into a sensible cut that needed no work upon waking up, but
he still insisted on gelling it down each morning before work. Upon
seeing my refusal to budge, he offered some encouraging words.
“Go ahead, sweetie! You can do it!” He shouted from his seat.
Other parents joined in to try to coax me out to the edge. The instructor called my name and reminded me of the donuts. Students behind
me began to grow impatient, but their complaints did nothing.
“She’s taking too long,” one grumbled.
“Can we just go?” another whined.
There was no way I was jumping back into this hellhole.
Finally, my dad drew himself out of his relaxed position and
began to walk to the diving board halfway across the pool from where
he had been seated. All the while he encouraged me with hands shooing me towards the edge and pleas, promising that it was so simple,
so easy to do. All I had to do was jump. It wasn’t that bad. He didn’t
understand. My father, the man who had grown up on the coast of
southern California, racing his older brother to the ocean before sunrise every morning to go surfing in the icy Pacific Ocean. No. This man
would not understand my fear of the water.
Parents scattered applause and cheers between his words, and
the instructor gestured more aggressively for me to come to her in
the pool. Again, I refused. When would these people learn? I weighed
my options and decided I would rather walk away a failure than get
back in the deep end. I turned to walk back down the steps but found
the other students waiting eagerly on them, ready to take their turns
at the diving board. A young boy in red swimming trunks and grey
goggles blocked my way completely by having one hand on either side
of the railing, one foot waiting impatiently on the diving board and the
other poised for action on the final step.
My father reached the diving board as I had come to my decision and walked over to the railing on the side of the board where I
was standing, folding his arms over it and laying his head down upon
his hands to look up at me.
“Sweetie, would it be better if I just threw you in? Everyone
else is waiting for their turn…” He implored in a hushed tone.
“I can’t do it,” I replied.
“Here, can I throw you in? That way you won’t have to jump,
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and we can get this over with,” he said, raising his eyebrows and
cocking his head to the side as if he had just had a wonderful idea.
He leaned towards me as he said it, and a smile quirked his mouth
upwards, as if this was some fun game he had just suggested, and not
what I viewed as certain death.
“No!” I knew it was futile, but I tried to argue anyway. Every
bone in my body was against this, and my muscles strained against my
fear.
“Here, let me come up there and help you,” he said as he quietly convinced the other children to move aside so he could walk onto
the board with me. “I’ve got her!” He yelled down to the instructor. A
resounding cheer erupted from the parents waiting anxiously for my
turn to end.
“You can do it!” A large woman in a dark business suit and
wide, square sunglasses yelled.
“Go on!” Another woman in a white skirt and a tennis visor
cried.
My father took my hand and pried me from the safety of the
railing, walking me halfway across the board until he could see the water below.
“Ready?” He questioned.
I gave a huff of anger and crossed my arms across my inflated
chest in a defiant display. He chuckled and sighed, and I knew there
was nothing more I could do. I was going into this pool one way or
another. I looked up at him and as he lifted me under my arms into
the air. At the sight of the water the panic returned in a wave of fear.
I flashed back to when I was scrambling for the edge, choking and
coughing, and my legs and arms flailed as I screamed in terror.
I gasped as I was heaved through the air and hurled like a wet
rag. My body flew sideways, and I waited for the impact. Cold swept
through me like needles as I shot down into the water, and I tried to
focus on clawing my way to the surface as quickly as possible. When I
finally brought my head above the surface my father was back in his
seat, patiently waiting for me at the side of the pool. The instructor
treaded water next to me as I doggy-paddled to the edge. This time I
had the luxury of a ladder to use to climb out.
I stalked out of the pool, passed my father and passed the donut stand. When I was finally in the bathroom again, I began to hyperventilate, and hot tears rushed down my cheeks for the second time
in this god-forsaken place. I remembered everything. My limbs went
numb and my chest burned. I choked on air as if it were water. My vision was spotted with black and I tried to stay quiet so nobody would
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know I was having this episode. I was too embarrassed for people to
know that I, a big girl, was crying.
I must have been in there for too long, because when I walked
out, my dad was standing outside the entryway, looking worried. I
avoided making eye contact with him and only asked for my froggy
towel. The towel that had been a quiet comfort through all of this, the
symbol that I was done with the pool that day.
“Sweetie, what’s wrong?” His most common question when I
cry, even to this day. He stretched out his arms to me and I collapsed
into them, sobbing. I refused to tell him the truth. I was too ashamed.
Too ashamed to raise my head and explain that I was afraid of the
water, that I was panic-stricken at the sight of the pool, at the mere
thought of that calm, contained body of water. What would he say?
This man who was only truly at home with waves crashing down on
his head, with salt water in his eyes, his hair, his nose. The pool lay
still, watching me silently, menacingly, as I let myself melt into a sniffling, choking bucket of liquid in my father’s arms.
“I hated it,” was the only answer I gave him.
“I’m sorry, sweetie, I didn’t know it was that bad. I wouldn’t
have made you do it if I knew it scared you so much,” he whispered.
He rubbed my back to try to calm me down and waited for my sobs to
subside into quiet gasps for air. He’s a kind man. He always has been.
But I wasn’t going to worry him with the truth of what had happened
to me.
I accepted my lie that it was the diving board that I hated so
much. It was the height of the diving board. Nothing more. I worked
hard to forget it, but the echoes of that moment still ring true in my
heart thumping wildly inside my chest every time I swim into a deep
body of water. It haunts me with my reluctance to submerge my head,
with the lump that I swallow every time I expect land beneath my feet
and find nothing but water, nothing but a thick liquid swishing between my paddling feet.
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The Lake
ELEANOR GROSS

Here, standing barefoot on the lush green grass, Ariel took
her first deep breath in hours, days, weeks. The sun painted the sky
a vibrant orange, streaked with a pale pink and violet at the top. She
wiggled her bare toes and let them breathe in the damp dusk air. She
welcomed the tiny insects who wove their way through them and the
coolness of the dirt beneath the grass. Pale and lined with red bands
from being trapped in socks all day, her feet whined and stretched in
this familiar area. Ariel clawed her shirt over her head, desperate to
be free of her constraining clothes. Unbuttoning her knee-length khaki
shorts, she let them drop to her ankles, gingerly stepping out of them.
She fervently ran her fingers through the braid of blonde hair at the
back of her head and let the strands fall sloppily around her shoulders
and down her bare back. Stripping completely, she bounded three
steps until her feet met the wet sand at the edge of the lake. Here,
surrounded by heavily shaded trees and bushes, she had found her
own secret spot. She hadn’t been here almost the entire summer, but
today she just had to get away.
Dipping her toe into the cool, dark water, she watched the last
of the sun disappear below the horizon, making room for that perfect moment at the end of the day when there were no shadows, no
places to hide. She could see all of the thick brush that lined this lake,
all of the tall evergreen and maple trees that provide shade and cool
places to rest on the searing hot summer days. She waded into the
water, working to keep the mud below the surface from sucking her
feet into the abyss before she could take another step. This lake was
an old friend to her. Red-eared slider turtles sank back down below
the murky surface, having decided she was not a predator. Once she
was neck-deep, Ariel tore her feet from the muck, shifting her weight
to float freely on her back. Now surrounded by lake and forest, with
the only observers being the last rays of the sun and her grandmother
in the moon, she was safe. She could recount what had brought her
here and ask for advice without judgement. She had wept at this lake,
she had laughed here, she had swum in silence, and she had screamed
until her throat burned at this lake. The lake would understand.
Going on 19, Ariel wondered how she had ever ended up stay-
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ing in this godforsaken town. Her friends were preparing to leave
again for their colleges and universities in far off places across the
country. Ohio, Colorado, even Florida, were all stealing her childhood
playmates to shape them into well-rounded human beings. What had
Ariel done? She had stayed in this dusty town, she had stayed with
her lake, with her father and brother, and she stayed screaming at the
moon, waiting for answers she never seemed to have. She thought
back to what made her drive all the way out here to float silently in the
water.
					. . .

Fire crackled and sizzled before Ariel’s eyes. The moon and
stars were hidden under a heavy cloud-cover and the fire provided
just enough light for her to see her coworkers. Log cabins surrounded them, and camp counselors sat strewn across blankets, old
tree trunks, and one another. Every pair of khaki shorts held a dusty
walkie-talkie and the sweat on everyone’s foreheads had just begun to
dry as the air temperature dropped by the minute. She reached over to
squeeze the thick arm of her companion on the log. From his profile,
she could see the perfectly straight path of a thin nose and thick curls
of black hair that tucked neatly behind large ears and crawled down
the back of his neck. A soft jawline was illuminated beautifully in the
flickering light of the fire and Ariel wanted nothing more than to run
her finger along it.
Ariel had liked this man from the moment she saw him, but it
had taken these past months working together to take care of their
group of campers for her to realize that she loved him. They were so
perfect together and she wondered if he knew how much she loved
him. Looking at him, she felt completely at home, like they had never
not known each other. She knew that she never wanted to be without
him.
The man beside her turned at her gesture on his arm and pale
emerald eyes crinkled into the same crooked smile that had first
caught her off guard when she met him. She imagined a life with him,
this beautiful man next to her, and what it would be like to have a son
who looked just like him. He reached over to pat her hand and Ariel’s
stomach fluttered at the simple gesture. An eruption of voices around
them broke the silence and the two turned to watch one of their
coworkers emerge from his cabin with a scratched guitar. This had become a nightly occurrence, but nobody ever got tired of a little music
by the fire.
After singing and dancing and three interruptions because of
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night terrors from campers, all of the counselors laid content and exhausted around the dying fire. Sprawling across her love in a graceful heap, Ariel
didn’t want the moment to end. He had stolen a kiss from her under the
moonlight the week before and she had decided she would marry him
when he asked her. She would wait a hundred years for him if he asked her
to. Under her gaze, the man gently ran his finger along her cheek, sending
a shiver down her spine. She wanted him more than anything else in the
world, but he had never given her more than a kiss. She hadn’t been able to
figure out why, but she had assumed that it was because he didn’t want to
rush anything.
How silly of her.
As dawn broke on the horizon, Ariel pushed her stiff body up from
her cot on the floor of the cabin, glancing to check if the bathroom was
taken. It was. The door was shut, but she could see a shard of light illuminating the floor beneath it. Looking around, she saw that most of her
coworkers were beginning to rise from their slumbers as well, having been
woken by the noise in the bathroom and the blinding morning sun in the
windows. Curtains blew in the gentle breeze and Ariel could smell rain in
the air. Today, they would probably have to take shelter in their cabins with
the campers. There hadn’t been rain in weeks, so a deluge was to be expected. Wiping her eyes, she looked down at the old watch on her wrist. It was
half-past six and she and her coworkers would have to be ready to feed the
campers their breakfast in a little under an hour.
Jostling for the door, Ariel managed to squeeze by her friend, Rebecca, and get some water from the sink to brush her teeth. A mostly clean
washcloth, one granola bar and change of clothes later, she was ready to
start her day. Outside, clouds loomed in the distance, but the sun was still
shining, so every counselor donned much-needed sunglasses to greet the
campers for Rise and Shine.
Bursting into cabins 3 and 4, Ariel sang the Good Morning song to
her campers, rousing everyone from their sleep with cheers and words of
encouragement. After having announced when breakfast would begin, she
exited the cabins to find her other counselors sitting lazily around the ashes
of last night’s fire, sipping bitter coffee and tea, or downing bottles of cool
water from the spring in preparation for the day to come. She couldn’t find
her love in the circle, so she sat next to Rebecca and happily accepted a cup
of herbal tea, setting it down first to braid her hair in her usual fashion.
With her baby blue polo shirt tucked into her khaki shorts and her walkietalkie secured on a belt loop by her hip, she adjusted her white crew socks
until they peeked out from the tops of her muddy boots.
Her day continued as it usually did, but she kept an eye on the rain
clouds in the distance, waiting anxiously for them to block out the sun.
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As the afternoon drew closer, so did the clouds, and Ariel was happy that
the air cooled with their arrival. Herding the campers back into their cabins for board games and theater plays, she caught sight of her beloved coworker, the man with dark curly hair. He stood at the hood of a white SUV
with his hands on his hips. A slender woman exited from the driver-side
door, greeting him with shrieks and hops. He rounded the truck with his
arms wide and took the woman in them eagerly. Dotting her face and neck
with kisses, he moved her short, wavy brown hair aside to get at more skin.
Ariel wanted to run, but she stood frozen on the porch of cabin
3. Frozen with her hand on the door, holding it open for all to see. What
a fool she had been. What a fool. She watched as the man she loved lifted
the woman with brown hair he loved into the air, swinging her in circles,
laughing heartily in a way she had never heard him laugh before. Ariel’s
heart shattered, and her stomach roiled at the sight of the two lovers outside of the white car. Lovers. They were lovers. Ariel had loved this man,
but she would never be his lover, would she. Did she love this man? Yes,
she thought, she did. She loved him with all of her heart and had given him
everything she had, hoping he would give all he had in return. Clearly, he
hadn’t.
Clenching the wood beneath her fingertips, she dug her nails into
the door and wiped her eyes free of the tears that threatened to spill over
them in front of these campers. The campers. She had to think of the
campers, now. She couldn’t let them see her so upset, because then they
would undoubtedly find out she loved a man who didn’t love her. The wind
picked up as the first few drops of rain spattered the dusty ground below,
drumming lightly on the roof.
Once she was safely inside, Ariel watched in awe as the skies
opened and released a torrential downpour on the campgrounds. From the
window she and the campers gasped as everything they had made in the
past few weeks was washed away by the rain. The firepit, forts of branches
and twigs the children had made, stick figures in the dirt, and chalk drawings on the asphalt were all erased, as if they had never been. Ariel wished
she was more surprised by what lay before her. Did she expect everything
to last forever? No, she never had, had she. Numbly, she played checkers and cards with her campers in cabin 3, cringing at their shrieks and
screams while they excitedly won or lost the games they competed in. Once
the rain subsided, she let everyone outside to play in the mud and carnage
that remained, while choosing to perch atop the railing on the porch and
watch.
Here, she let the returning sun wash over her face as regret and
heartbreak clenched her stomach into uncomfortable knots. Pale emerald
eyes, crinkled at the corners, flashed behind her eyelids whenever she shut
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them, but she couldn’t bear to see that glittering white SUV in her
peripheral vision. She decided to focus more on her campers smearing
mud on one another’s faces. Watching them, she realized she should be
scolding the children for doing such a thing, but why not let them have
their fun? Happiness was such a fickle thing . . .
				
...
Ariel swished her arms at her sides, creating soft ripples in the
water. Lifting her head, she wished the sun hadn’t left so soon. Mosquitos
and water bugs danced across her skin and in the water around her as she
peered up at the moon above. At first glance she thought it might be full,
but further inspection gave her the sense that just a sliver was missing. She
frowned, unhappy with how such a tiny missing piece could make something so beautiful so wrong.
Stars dotted the blackened sky just above the tree-line, battling the
moon for light. As the moon illuminated her skin, she thought she might
be made of glass. Her torso and thighs glowed until they were almost silver,
and she let her hair float dejectedly in the space around her head. In the
coolness of the night and the stillness of this lake she could think clearly
again.
He had never loved her, had he. No, the moon cooed at her, he never had. Had she ever loved him? Of course you did, the mosquitos whined
in her ears, of course you loved him. Was this what heartbreak felt like? She
didn’t need an answer for that. She knew it was. She knew it was heartbreak
by the ache in her chest, and the numbness of her limbs. She knew it was
heartbreak from her shaky breaths and raw, stinging sobs on the car ride
here. Yes, this was heartbreak. Yes, she had loved him. No, he had never
loved her.
Ariel flipped over, showing the moon her back, and treaded water
silently. A loon called, begging for a response. When it received none, it
glided in circles in the water, deciding whether to fly away or remain in the
lake here alone.
Wading to shore, she crawled into the grass to lay on the still-warm
land. She closed her eyes and rolled to her side, curling into a ball. Alone.
She was all alone. She was alone here, and she would be alone when she
was old. Crickets chirped and frogs on the edge of the water sang their
peeping tunes. Something landed on her thumb and Ariel opened her eyes
to find a firefly nesting on her fist. A second firefly joined her on her hip,
and she raised her head to find the bushes and tree branches alight in a
network of yellow pops and sizzles. Two glowing eyes peeked out from the
brush and a small fox crept into the clearing, coming to rustle her pile of
clothes with his nose in search of a quick treat.
Rising to sit upright, she hugged her knees to her chest in the cool
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air and watched the lake glow in the moonlight. Creatures of the night
greeted her from all sides of the water, stopping by for a quick sip or just
coming to say hello. Once the fox finished rifling through her pants, Ariel
stood up and dressed herself once more, feeling the tightness in her chest
finally give way to breath.
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Impending; He Who Paints the Sky
HALLIE S. WILK

In the sunlight, the storm is not intimidating,
Has shaken no houses,
Uprooted no trees,
Crashed no cars.
		
		

But the fate of its electricity runs through my veins.
I decide what will happen next.

Pressure builds in my hands.
It tightens my tendons,
And grows like a vine, from my knuckles
To the pads of my fingers;

So I release it on the sky, as the sunset develops from the swings of my
brush.
I blend out the stormy blue of the daylight into yellow ochre,
And crisscross in an amber shade,
Summoning gold to my canvas, a tribute to the sun falling asleep.
The calm colors spite the thunder that still shakes the ground,
And the lightning cutting the sky.

Every once in a while, I dip into the crimson shade on my palette,
And dance it across the sky, here and there,
Accenting the violet and navy tones highlighting the atmosphere.
But my sky is constantly shivering and shifting,
So, often, I interrupt the lazy blend of colors with the lightning’s vivid
radiance.
Patiently, I allow the weight of the star
to tug the last of the brightness of the rain clouds away,
Into marigold and pink smears, encircled by gray,
Their edges dipped in lavender.
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As I let the sun grow heavier and heavier on the canvas,
It finally sinks away from sight,
Under the coastlines, horizons, and valleys.
		

I permit the nighttime’s arrival.

Lightning and thunder aren’t nature’s only attention seekers.
With the smallest indications of my brush, I adjust the wind’s path,
Mending the earth to give it the authority to strengthen,
Manipulating the trees to bend to let it whistle past.
Every once in a while, the thunder punches
Through that hum and whoosh of leaves,
Like an irregular heartbeat,
Crackling with static, but indicative enough of life.

From creating rain, my brush is unclean.
And like watercolor, it allows the downpour to overpower,
Blending the dynamic hues of nature,
Once separate, into a brown sugar mud.
The grass melts with dirt into maple syrup,
And flower blades soak, their summertime brilliance dulled.
		

The electricity slowly begins to leave my hands.

My unwashed brush dampens the stars,
Veiled by murky night clouds.

I begin to lessen the storm’s hold,
And revive the moon’s glow,
Now casting it down on the soft tree bark,
And airbrushing its silver on the petals of dahlias.
		

Finally, the puppeteer, the painter, can rest.
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Dragonfly Thoughts
EMILY T. MILLER

I don’t like to think.

To spiral down from one

			tiny thought
into endless loops that lead to

nothing productive. Never a

		

smooth ride down. Always a

hiccup, a jump

onto a different track, but never off the rails.

Always step after

step, calculated,

		

always spurred by

			something, not truly random

					like thoughts seem to be.
I’d rather think like Dragonfly.
Dragonfly takes off –

zips across the yard –
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zigs through grass –

zags around trees –

The Mercury
no destination –

no planned route –

		

just darting and dashing

and eventually landing –

only to take off

and dart and dash again.

What does Dragonfly think of itself?
Does it think?

		

Does it spiral?

			Does it wonder

what would happen if it darted left instead of right?
What others think of its path?

		

Does it know

		

That it has family all over the world?

how many like it are out there?

		
		

That its rainforest cousins are dying before their 			
species can be named?

That humans, with our looping thoughts, think the world 		
was made for us, so it belongs to us, so we take what			
ever we like and waste no thoughts toward the aftermath?
That its existence relies on bigger, smarter creatures who use
their big, smart brains to think of new ways to ruin its life?

Does Dragonfly know
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that one day it will die,

		

and nobody will remember its name?

Better if it didn’t.

Better that it acts in dashes

		

while we think in loops,

		

toward no conclusion.

		

both heading in every direction

We loop for the sake of looping, while Dragonfly zigs

							and zags
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for no sake at all.
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Distance and Petunias
AUTUMN BRENDLE

After eight hours of work, having earned
Less than eighty dollars for the day
I talk with you on the phone.
Having worked hard as well,
You fight your fatigue
To keep me company in the evening.

Full time work bars us from seeing each other
In person, as does the distance.
So in our separate cells we make our daily call.
You tell me about the opportunities
In your field of interest
That will bring you closer to me.

You lived on a farm when we met,
And someday to a farm you wish to return.
I’d like to be with you on that day.

Many artists live on farms.
I picture the quiet, peaceful company of plants
While I paint and you pick weeds.
We build plans for the future.
Together. Free in our ambitions.
Yet first we must complete our work.
When spring first began
The petunias you bought me fought
To support one bloom at a time.

Soon not a single petal remained.
All that was left to do was wait
Until circumstances allowed more blooms to grow.
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And so I continued the chore of watering,
Checking the soil, pruning the leaves,
Letting it soak in the sunlight.
As spring grew warmer
My petunias continued to grow
And showed promising buds.

Soon in summer my blooms
Returned tenfold! And though my work
Continues, the petunias are now so lovely.
And while our work will never fully end,
The time will come for us
When our love is in full bloom.
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Things I Can’t Shake
KATELYN E. OGLESBY

We had prepared for a situation like this so many times—after
Sandy Hook, after San Bernardino, after Pulse, after the countless others. We knew to curl under desks, close the blinds, be silent. We knew
it could last for hours if it happened. We knew we’d wait until the police or administration knocked on the doors and told us we were safe
to open back up. We knew, maybe unconsciously, that if it happened,
we’d be just another school on a list of schools like us.
But when it happened, we weren’t prepared, not really.
We knew that when the monotone loud speakers blared, “THIS
IS A LOCKDOWN. THIS IS NOT A DRILL” over and over again that we
were to follow years’ worth of instructions.
I was in chemistry class, folded underneath a tall, black-top lab
table, the underside of which, despite being nicer than the average
Westview High School tan or grey table, was still covered in student’s
disregarded pieces of gum. It was a sunny day in March, as most San
Diego days were, but my teacher closed all of the blinds so we couldn’t
see out (and no one else could see in).
From where I sat, at the table closest to the door, I could see
a strip of light from the side of the blinds. No matter how I tried to
reposition myself, I knew that someone standing outside the window
would be able to see me if they were looking.
This only served to exacerbate my panic.
Nothing really prepared me for the gravity of the situation. I
know my peers were laughing, treating it like a joke, but underneath it
all, we really were terrified.
You know it could happen to you, we all do. There’s not a high
school student alive who doesn’t wonder if it’ll be them someday. But
you never really think it’ll be you until it is—or in our case, almost was.
I have dealt with anxiety my whole life, but usually I managed
it well enough to avoid a panic attack. Folded under that desk, phone
cradled in my hands, leg space crowded with my four table-mates, I
had my second real panic attack. I didn’t know what to do with myself
except hyperventilate.
It’s been three years, but I remember the fear as though I’m still
under the desk, as though my heart rate is still ecstatic and I’m still
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breathing fast and a girl, who I didn’t really like that much despite this,
was telling me it would be okay.
I texted my parents, my peers. None of us knew what was happening. We whispered to each other, tried to piece together the story
from fractions of what everyone else knew and what vague news stories we could find.
Essentially, all we knew was someone saw a gun in the boy’s
restroom and the police had been called.
Amidst all of this, my mom, with anxiety that perhaps matched
even mine, stood at her bedroom window and watched the police cars
on the freeway behind our house head to my high school.
I texted her, of course, because when you’re in a life-threatening situation (or one you perceive to be life-threatening), you text your
parents so they know that for the time being you’re safe and sound.
I’m sure my terror came across as well.
Administration sent out emails to teachers. Don’t let your students use their phones. Don’t let them leave for the bathroom. Don’t tell
them anything.
We were instructed to put our phones away as if any of us
would actually tuck our lifelines into the pockets of our backpacks
calmly.
Yes, thank you, I will give up my ability to make sure my friends are
okay, yes, happily.
Yes, thank you, I will give up all communication to my parents who
are currently trying to make me and themselves feel better, yes, happily.
We continued to cradle our phones in our hands. If the school
wasn’t going to tell us anything, we would remain in contact with
those who could: our families, whatever news we found on Google
(while every local news station was covering it, their coverage was
meager at best, and in many instances, over-inflated our situation
and worried us more), and our friends in other classrooms with other
teachers and other implementation of rules.
My teacher let those of us who needed to use the bathroom slip
into the hallway of the science building and use the special bathroom
they had in there. It wasn’t breaking the rules because it wasn’t outside.
Two hours passed slowly, but I can’t say that I was bored. I
wasn’t just sitting there twiddling my thumbs; I was checking the
news, talking in hushed voices to the girls at my table, texting a boy
across the classroom who checked in that me and our other friend
were okay. I was in constant contact with everyone I knew, trying to
ease each other’s worries as much as we could. Sure, I wanted it over
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with, but the most painful part was not the length of time with nothing
to do but the length of time with so little information, so little feeling
of absolute safety.
As two hours passed, we began to see news that no gun had
been found. Whispers passed through the classroom of a rumor that
the boy in our grade who liked guns was the one who had been seen.
(While he may have liked guns, there’s actually no proof that he was
the one in the bathroom. Some people just like guns, I suppose.)
The police deemed the coast clear. We opened the blinds; we
stood up with shaky legs. We breathed.
As if it hadn’t been traumatic enough, my school decided we
would still go to our fourth and final class. The lockdown had occurred
during second period before lunch, so we were given a short break to
eat, and then instructed to go to our fourth class, skipping our third,
which had been eaten up by our time locked down.
When we were let out, I went to the bathroom first, joining the
long line of girls that extended far past the door. I called my mom, told
her I was okay, and out of the room now.
“Hug your friends a little tighter,” she suggested.
And when I saw my best friend, that’s exactly what I did. Hugging her, I felt a sense of understanding that I would never take for
granted our safety or our friendship ever again. Like everything else in
this world, we were fragile and ephemeral.
There were no casualties, and for that I am incredibly grateful,
but I still struggle to come to terms with this experience.
In my fourth period AP European History class, maybe we were
expected to do actual work, but instead, my teacher had us discuss
what happened. Fragments of the story spilled out, filling in the gaps
of the pieces and parts each of us had.
Another student, a boy I knew by name and face only, had
entered the boy’s bathroom during second period. He saw a student—
but didn’t see his face—reach into his backpack and pull out a gun. He
saw the student put it back.
He went back to his classroom and told the substitute teacher,
who didn’t believe him.
Despite his constant class clownery, his peers believed him
instantly.
“There was something in his face,” I remember one of the girls
in my class saying. “We could tell he was serious.”
The substitute took awhile to come to an understanding that
this was not just an uncouth joke. And then, it took her awhile to figure
out how to report this as a substitute, having to bring in another teach-
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er from a class down the hall.
In all the time that transpired, my classmates and I agreed this was
enough time for the student to move the gun somewhere else and, if he did
have bad intentions, to change his mind.
We never really concluded what happened that day. We didn’t know
if there was actually a viable threat and we still don’t know that. We knew
the police spent an unnecessary amount of time chasing down seniors
driving their cars off-campus because my high school failed to tell them
that school policy said students with cars could leave during a situation like
this. We knew the police went to classrooms and checked sign-out lists for
the bathroom and then checked everyone who was out’s backpacks.
We knew that not all teachers had their students sign out to use the
bathroom and that not all students signed out even if they were supposed
to. We knew that while the police probably found a copious amount of
marijuana, they didn’t actually find a gun during this process, but that
doesn’t mean one wasn’t there.
And we knew, maybe unconsciously, that we could have become
another statistic that day.
Even if it was just written off as a false alarm, it didn’t shake my fear
whenever I heard the loudspeaker say “THIS IS A LOCKDOWN” even if
it was followed by “THIS IS A DRILL.” After Parkland, a year later, where
the shooter pulled the school fire alarm and all of the students evacuated
like they had been taught, whenever the fire alarm would go off, my heart
would race, no matter if it was a drill we’d been warned about, a microwave
that burnt popcorn, or junior year when the fire alarms were all faulty and
went off twice a week for a month.
My junior year, I sat at home doing homework when I received
an email from my high school that someone had threatened they would
commit a mass shooting the next day. Some of my peers skipped, but I still
went; although, our discussions each class period about the threat only
served to remind me of the two hours I sat under the desk only one year
before. Again, the threat never transpired into anything more than a threat,
but I never really learned to feel safe at my school.
I thought coming to college that I would shake off the trauma with
everything else I left behind from high school; like dandruff, I figured I
could comb it out of the crevices of my brain. I was sitting in my dorm
room when my friend played a video on her phone of a fire alarm going
off. My heart raced as though my body had picked up a real threat, when I
knew—I knew—that it wasn’t real.
The thing is, no matter how many of my peers brushed off that
experience like it was just another notch on the belt of high school in
America, I still haven’t accepted that it was normal. I still feel like a small
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sophomore curled in a dress underneath a lab desk covered in gum with a
table full of girls who had once tried to set toothpicks on fire during a lab. I
still feel like a little girl who just had her childhood innocence and naivety
stripped away from her; she no longer feels safe in a classroom, in a packed
movie theater, in a Walmart, or at a party. She’s still sitting under that table
somewhere; she wants to leave the classroom, but doesn’t know if it’s safe.
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A Friday Afternoon in Tulsa, Oklahoma
DREW C. WARREN

It was a Friday afternoon in late July in Tulsa, Oklahoma and
the annual summer carnival had recently arrived in town. The sun
began to set over the horizon as the rays of sunshine blinded Jackson.
In the rearview mirror of his 1997 Ford F-series truck, a decrepit and
shallow face stared back at him. Jackson snatched the last Marlboro 27
from the cigarette box he bought the day prior and, resembling that of
a zombie-like figure, wandered towards the carnival. Jackson felt an
intensified high kicking in after shooting up just a few minutes prior.
An extreme sense of euphoria rushed through Jackson’s body and all
of his concerns escaped from his mind. He felt calmer now than he had
at any point throughout the day. He was even high enough to crack
a slight grin. The psychological and physical pain that Jackson lived
through on a daily basis quickly vanished. His untied shoe laces from
his Timberland boots dragged across the cement parking lot as he felt
the cool breeze hitting his chest through his ripped Lucky Brand flannel.
The excessive high that Jackson felt fifteen minutes ago had
been replaced by a pulsating headache, so he decided to smoke his last
cigarette. He meandered around the carnival, which was full of young
children and middle aged parents who looked almost as miserable
as he was. He brushed his hand against his left pocket to ensure the
needle and dime bag were still where he originally put them.
Jackson spent the next twenty minutes pacing anxiously
around the carnival. He knew no one, not even himself.
“Hey man, how about a ride on the Ferris wheel?” A carny, who
was working the ride, asked him.
“Umm sure. Give me a second,” Jackson replied.
He once again tapped his hand against his left pocket to make
sure the heroin and syringe were there.
“Are you okay, man?” The carny asked as Jackson noticed the
man staring directly at his bruised forearm.
“I’m fine. Can I get on now or what?” Jackson snapped.
The Ferris wheel came to a halt and Jackson stepped into an
empty carriage. Jackson’s high was fading away as the Ferris wheel
climbed into the sky.
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As the Ferris wheel moved in a counter clockwise rotation,
Jackson was able to get an enhanced view of the carnival and the surrounding Tulsa landscape. The Ferris wheel stopped to let other passengers off and Jackson’s carriage rest motionless at the peak of the
wheel’s rotation. He sat slouched in his seat as his eyes narrowed in
on two young girls who attempted to knock their father into the dunk
tank. He slowly closed his eyes and his mind drifted off as it usually
does once he begins to sober up. The two young girls reminded him of
his own daughter, and how much his life had changed in the last few
years.
Jackson understood the expression “life can change in a blink of
an eye” better than anyone. It was a Friday afternoon in Tulsa, Oklahoma when Jackson’s daughter, Addison, was struck by a stray bullet
after two rival gang members got into an altercation at the annual
summer carnival. Shootings were common in the city of Tulsa, yet
Jackson never imaged that it would one day affect his life. He would
read about shootings in the paper. He would turn to his wife and say
something along the lines of “Imagine what the family is thinking,” or
“Man I wouldn’t be able to go about life after that.” The sad news is
it did happen to Jackson, and his life was effectively over on that one
particular Friday afternoon in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Life moved quickly after that. Jackson and his wife, Abby, got
a divorce. She always told Jackson that she needed to get away from
it all. For Abby, living in Tulsa was too difficult; everything she did
reminded her of Addison. She moved to Jacksonville with her mother
and found a job as an elementary school teacher. Abby never turned to
the bottle or the needle as an escape. Rather she sought refuge from
her family. Jackson took a different approach.
He lost his job after showing up to work drunk one too many
times. It started with Miller Lites, then slowly escalated to the Jack
Daniels. Once Jack Daniels wouldn’t do the trick, he turned to moonshine. Moonshine quickly turned into harder drugs until, finally, Jackson got to the point where he was at now. A few beers used to disguise
the pain that he was feeling after losing his daughter. Now the only
thing that helped was a needle in the arm and the exorbitant feeling
of heroin ripping through his veins. Jackson had been in and out of
rehab over the course of the last few years, yet talking about his emotions never helped. The loss of his daughter clung to him like an itchy
wool garment. His mother, who lived in Tulsa, tried her best to tend
to Jackson’s every need, but not even his own mother could pull him
out of the bottomless pit that he lay in. She finally stopped giving him
money after she realized that he was stealing a few bucks from her
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purse every chance that he got. The final straw came when Jackson
lost almost $10,000 in one night at the River Spirit Casino Resort in
the outskirts of the city. Jackson recalled an expression his father used
to say. If life is a casino, dying is like cashing in your chips. Jackson had
no chips in the figurative and literal sense. It took Jackson’s mother
months of Social Security checks to pay back the pissed off croupiers.
If Jackson were to die right now, he would have no chips to cash in.
He had no job, money or ambition. Similar to that one night in the
casino, it seemed as if his chips had run dry.
At the top of the Ferris wheel Jackson sat overlooking the
carnival. The exact location where Jackson lost his daughter. He never
dared go back to the carnival or even drive by the parking lot where
the carnival was held every year. Tonight, however, was different.
Jackson felt propelled, as if guided by an angel, to go to the carnival
tonight. He was restless and uneasy the entirety of the time he was
there, yet going to the carnival was enough to make Jackson content
with himself. He thought perhaps this was the start of him moving on
from what had occurred here almost three years ago. Jackson felt his
left pocket. Perhaps this was just a great place to shoot up he thought
as he smirked to himself.
“Hey man it’s going to be a few more minutes. We’re having
some trouble down here with the circuit breaker,” the carny yelled to
Jackson.
He could barely make out what the carny was saying, but he got
the message.
“Ya, ya. Screw you man,” Jackson murmured to himself.
The air was relatively still as Jackson felt the slight breeze hitting his chest through the holes in his ripped flannel. He could see a
cauldron of bats swarming in the distance. He took off his belt from
around the loops in his jeans, which keep his baggy pants around his
slender waist. Jackson proceeded to tie, tightly, the belt just below his
shoulder joint. He usually tried to clean the needle before injecting
himself, yet considering that he was on the Ferris wheel he realized
that he would not have the chance to sanitize the needle that had been
jiggling around in his pocket for the last hour.
Jackson preferred to shoot up in his old pickup truck where he
had an assortment of supplies to safely get high. After his first overdose, just five months ago, the hospital gifted him enough alcohol
wipes and clean needles to last the remainder of his life. The doctor
explained to Jackson that shooting up with a dirty needle could stop
Jackson’s heart within minutes. Instead of wiping down his forearm,
he spit on his bruised veins, patted in the saliva and sighed to myself
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as if to say, “Well that’s good enough.”
Jackson inserted the needle into his vein with the bevel facing
up, at a fifteen - degree angle. Faster than a lightning bolt could hit the
ground, he was high. This time was a bit different, however. The strong
sense of euphoria, relief, and calmness that he usually felt was now
replaced with nausea, itchiness, and drowsiness.
“Sorry for the wait, man. We fixed the problem. We’ll have you
back down here in just a minute or two,” the carny yelled up to Jackson.
Jackson heard the man’s voice, but was too disorientated to
make out where the sound was coming from. He could have sworn
that he heard Addison’s voice in the midst of the loud screams coming
from the carnival. He became more paranoid as the Ferris wheel began
to turn in its usual counter clockwise rotation. He gripped the railing
of the carriage as if preparing for a car crash. His heart was beating
like a wild animal trying to escape his chest. He looked at his hands
and noticed that the color of his fingertips resembled that of his jeans.
The world around him was spinning faster than a dreidel. Jackson
began to gasp for air as he fell off of his seat and onto the metal floor
of the Ferris wheel’s carriage. He laid on his back, struggling to fill his
lungs with air. A singular rain drop hit Jackson’s forehead. He knew
that he was overdosing and realized that his life was rapidly coming to
an end. His breathing would stop for a time only to reemerge like a
drowning victim coming up for one last breath. Rather than panicking,
he laid there, patiently awaiting his demise, contemplating. He reflected on his life, knowing that it would all be gone soon.
The Ferris wheel came to a halt and it was Jackson’s turn to finally get out. The carny opened the latch to the door only to see a limp
and pale body laying lifeless on the hard metal floor.
The Office of the Medical Examiner proclaimed that Jackson
died from an overdose on that Friday afternoon in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
In the Tulsa World, it was written that a middle-aged man died from an
overdose at the local carnival, alone and unclaimed.
The following Friday children and parents of all ages rushed
to the carnival to enjoy the games and rides. The Ferris wheel moved,
as it always did, in a counter clockwise rotation. The only person that
ever spoke of Jackson again was the carny who was working the Ferris
wheel that night.
“What a poor son of a bitch,” the carny would tell his friends.
“He even died with the needle still in his arm.”
In a few years, the carny would stop sharing the events that he
witnessed that night. New stories would be told, and Jackson’s story
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would become insignificant. No one would ever speak again about
what occurred on that Friday afternoon in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Road Running
ALICIA METHOD
Rectangular strips of yellow run
flickering backwards so fast
they singe the eyes that were thrown
over and under in a game of
playful boredom burdened by proof.
Black concrete cradles the motion bought
at the price of perpetual pounding and
reckless midnights laced with clinking china.
Rectangular strips of yellow run
hypnotizing the hollow hordes
of shifting faces streaked with tears or
lined with heavy time striking laughter,
convincing even the traveler caught
in sludging mud slung over the imperial
palaces where Fatigue and Worry prosper,
to believe in the promises motion swore on.

Rectangular strips of yellow run
sucked into a vortex of memories swirling,
a passageway to the glittering past ashamed
to be blinking like streetlamps in their
fading clarity and I-came-firsts.
Rushing trees hide ghosts repenting,
crying out for a second salvation as they stay condemned
to play the scenes of the past over and over again.

Rectangular strips of yellow run
carrying on the constant cause
of passing permanence to travelers wandering on
paths towards vistas filled with yearned-for prosperity,
and providing a
home to the ones who sleep best while drifting higher
to crowded mountains where animals talk
of the sleeping stars that sweep your windows soundlessly in the bed
of night.
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Purple Tulips
ALICIA METHOD

Dear Mom,

You told me never wear blue and black together. Black and blue. I was
thirteen years old, had barely figured out what a hairbrush was, and
I came downstairs wearing black corduroys and a blue cardigan and
you told me to change and I was so furious I crawled under my desk
and cried.
Black and blue.

I talked to a woman today who was wearing a black and blue sweater
with pompoms on the fringe and a gold flower pin near her collarbone. You never got to be 92 years old, but I know you would never
have worn a black and blue sweater with pom-poms on the fringe.
I suppose her mother never mentioned about not wearing blue and
black.
Her name was Sally Fieldings. 92 years old. She uses a purple wheelchair and is very particular about the color. I don’t think she has any
family left. Last Tuesday, when the sixth-grade chorus came, she
grabbed little Bobby with the red hair and sat him by the piano and
made him play Jingle Bells till the yellow school bus came back and
stalled for fifteen minutes.

Do you remember going to St. Mary’s with us? You were the only
parent who ever wanted to chaperone that trip. All the other parents
wanted D.C or the amusement park, but you liked “singing carols for
the elderly”. You would stand in the back and sing too loud wearing
your half-smushed Santa Hat and everyone would think you were one
of the students. Maybe if you had worn your high heels it would have
been different.

I’ve interviewed eight residents so far. Sally was the ninth. I think she
was bored. The other eight were desperate to pass off their life stories.
Maybe they thought it was all they had left to give.
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Like the smoke that circles up ceilings after you blow out a candle. But
Sally. I genuinely believe when she scratched her name on the sign-up
sheet taped to that horrible mustard brick wall, she was only thinking
about having a one-hour time slot where she didn’t have to be alone.

You wouldn’t blame her. You hated being alone. You hated when anyone else was alone, even if it were only a few minutes. Do you remember when I lost you at the pharmacy? 5 years old. I got stuck staring
at the multi-colored gel pens and you didn’t take a cursory second to
come searching. Just ran up front, grabbed the intercom and yelled
over the whole store that you were “up here and come this second.”
God’s booming voice. You picked me up right on time from school every day, 3:15, so I wouldn’t have to walk back by myself, even though it
meant speeding on the highway at 2:30 pm. And you hated highways.
So, Sally wasn’t alone from 11:11 to 12:11. She told me she picked
11:11 because it was a sacred number to her and the rest of the Fieldings. “Everything began at 11:11.”

Mr. and Mrs. Fielding, Sally’s parent’s, were married on November 11,
19 something. Mrs. Fielding was the youngest of eleven, and Mr. Fielding had lived in eleven states, each time for exactly eleven months. I
thought she was making that up, and Sally said she wasn’t but even if
she was it wouldn’t matter because “it still made for a good story.” I
told her that wasn’t the point of the St. Mary Memory Project and she
told me I had two good ears for listening and one mouth to keep shut.

You never told me to keep my mouth shut. You loved my voice, you just
wanted me to use it well. Mr. Fielding worked for a railroad company.
He was able to travel the whole country, watch it fly by at 90 miles
per hour — to his eyes a supernova of speed and space. Sally said the
place he loved best was Kentucky because that’s where his family
came from. He would crouch on the Kentucky yellow dirt and sift the
particles while his eyelids rumbled, proclaiming he was “touching the
ground where his ancestors walked.” Sally knew because she used to
go with him.
Mrs. Fielding worked a job. That wasn’t normal and all the neighbors
whispered about it over pound cake at high tea. Mr. Fielding didn’t like
it, but he didn’t get a say in it because he was gone six months out of
the year. Mrs. Fielding didn’t like that Sally went with him because she
wanted Sally to get an education, but Mr. Fielding said traveling the
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country could be education enough.

You would have let me go. You would have come with me. You would
have pinned your brown hair back to a French braid and sailed away
on the tracks shouting about Vienna and tapping wine glasses mischievously. Vienna? Was it Vienna you wanted to see so badly? I can’t
remember anymore.

Sally also said everything begins with a mistake. It was a mistake they
got on the wrong train, it was a mistake they were ever in Austin,
Texas. It was a mistake that she wore her Sunday dress on a Tuesday
which made Mr. Fielding chide Sally, so she ran out of the car into
Randy Harper.

Randy Harper was a train hopper, but he stopped hopping when he
met Sally. Randy Harper was the love of her life, she said, but she
didn’t want to have a love all her life. They were married in a Texas
courthouse on a Saturday morning, the kind of Saturday morning
where you see wet laundry flying in a heat and cats curling up by dried
lakes. They were married for five days. Sally said it only took her five
days to remember she never wanted to be married.
I asked her if she regretted it. You think old people start to regret the
things they did when they were nineteen and still had hair. She said,
“no absolutely I do not”. But then she clawed her purple fist over her
purple wheelchair and insisted on a muffin.

Did you regret anything? People are always talking about regret and
death. Not wanting the clammy fingers of mistakes and things undone
to creep up their death bed. Missing out on this promotion or opportunity or person. Saying all the wrong things at the wrong time. What
did you regret? Leaving home for three weeks to work a job in Chicago
until I cried so often the babysitter called? 8 years old. Coloring your
hair green just to spite all the old men at Grandads church? 10 years
old. Making chocolate cake instead of apple pie so our terrier choked?
14.
Was it all the things you did or all the things you were never able to
do?

We had only ten minutes left after the muffin, but Sally said that was
just enough time and then talked until 12:25. I guess you sort of lose
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time when you’re 92 years old.

She told me she got a job as a typist. “I could go 90 words per minute,
and that was quite good in those days.” You could tell she was still
proud of that. She spent her whole life hammering out, minute by
minute, the words of other people. Sally in a pink dress, her fingers
flying over the surface of symbols, wafting wordy currents. Sally with
the typewriter that was hers, just hers, a hefty black thing that is a
chipped dalmatian trinket being sold at some yard sale now.
You never wore pink. You said it was an affront to your eyes.

Sally stopped going on trains after all the typing. She said she liked
being still. Her mother moved in with her — 39 years old — and they
had a little yellow kitchen to bake croissants and paint purple tulips.
Purple tulips.

Do you remember the purple tulips in our front yard by the tottering
bricks and oak tree? And the wallpaper in the bathroom by the basement door? Yellow roses, blue chrysanthemums, white daisies, and
purple tulips. They were your favorite flower so I brought them to
your hospital room and put them by the windowsill so they would get
enough light and you said you didn’t want them by the window you
wanted them on your bedside table so you could look at them when
you were falling asleep. Your arms were all black and blue, but you
held the purple tulips so close and tight and tried to hide you were
crying. And when the flowers dried up, I would take them home and
crouch on my bedroom floor, sifting through the petals till they fell one
by one on the dirty red carpet.
Sally’s mother moved in with her and the little yellow kitchen and
they found a stray mutt outside at midnight with a full moon and a
terrible storm hovering behind the horizon, scratching its nails on the
chalkboard sky. Lightning. They kept that dog for five weeks before
they found the owner. The owner was a very old Jimmy Stewart. That’s
what she said.
You have to wonder if any of it was real — and if that even matters.
Sally asked me why I was working on this project. This protection,
celebration, careful consideration of the past.
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I told her I certainly wasn’t doing it for the company. She told me the
only reason we listen to stories is to find bits of ourselves in them. We
only want to touch our own reflections, really, because it’s comforting
to know one isn’t quite alone. One can’t be alone if there are bits of us
in other people’s stories. One can’t really be gone then either.
Sally didn’t know you; she’ll never know you even existed. But all her
groaning made me smell your perfume, and I wondered if I should
be sitting on some street corner telling people about your smile and
forty-dollar shoes.

Maybe someday I’ll be 92 and glued to a purple wheelchair and have
a terrible temper and no hair. And some annoying girl will want to
hear my story for five cents and 60 minutes, and I will tell her about
my mother who dyed her hair green and loved purple tulips and never
wore pink and drove too fast and sang too loud and left too soon. And
those little bits of you can fly into the crevices of her mind before she
is blown out by the September wind.
I hope the Septembers aren’t too gusty where you are.
Your loving daughter
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Carrying Loss
HALLIE S. WILK

You never knew how much could commence with that one kiss.
How it was a seedling, dropped into the dirt. The genesis of future
exhilaration, creation, and loss.
That one kiss fell from your lips, down to your neck, to your
chest, to your abdomen, lower and lower. You remembered that it was
more than kisses, and sweat, and breaths. Your husband held you in
his hands after, and you were peaceful. Your entire body stayed still
except your swift heartbeat, the nerve synapses teasing each other under your skin, and the static movement underneath his fingers. Those
remained.
Do you remember waking up two weeks later? As the warm
wind from July wisped in through the window cracks and under the
doors. You scrambled across the hardwood floor to the bathroom, feet
lumbering over the streaked wood. Finally, when they reached tile,
your feet were relieved by your knees, in front of the toilet, and suddenly everything inside of you yearned to come out. As you sat back
on your legs, the nausea didn’t subside as much as you’d hoped, but it
told you what you needed to know.
The next day you were certain.
July 15th.
Your fingers, nimble, toyed with the pregnancy test, twisting
it, waiting the time allotted. But finally, you turned it towards you and
the parallel pink lines promised that your body was then a home. Your
husband’s face lit up just the same as yours when he heard. You looked
in the mirror, at yourself, pale, and suddenly powerful looking… “You
did it,” you told yourself.
There was a strength, and a pride, in realizing the potential you
have. You were growing a life inside of you. Although there had been
other moments like this in your life — each one you remembered,
with each child that was either gone too early, or was asleep downstairs, healthy — they never became stale. Each was just as electrifying, in contentment and agitation.
That afternoon your husband hugged you a little bit tighter. A
miracle had come between both of you. Something to be grateful for.
You called the doctor with thrill in your voice, counting down
the days until your appointment. And when you finally went, you and
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the days until your appointment. And when you finally went, you and him
held hands, and smiled as she confirmed the pregnancy. Your longing had
finally paid off. Your doctor looked at the both of you with glee in her eyes,
as she checked the vitals of the tiny life inside of you. There was enough
small talk to last hours. Smiles were not scarce in the room that day.
A few months of nausea, fatigue, and tenderness of your body from
the baby’s body inside of yours, passed before the doctor’s appointment.
You had been through this part before, with your other two children, and
the few you lost inside your womb. The first trimester was one that held
risk, but also elation — a secret between your husband and you, before
you found out the gender, and told people, and chose a name. Before you
thought about buying baby stuff, all those small toys and necessities. But
every doctor’s appointment still gave you the same excitement. You got to
hear how big your son was getting in comparison to pieces of fruit, got to
hear his heartbeat, and talk about what you could eat and do to make your
baby’s home more nourishing.
This time, though, with the brink of chill in the air of September,
there was hesitation on the doctor’s face, and you didn’t know why. Finally,
she unraveled before you and your husband.
The first word that came from her lips was “Unfortunately.”
And everything she said after lived up to that word’s potential.
Trisomy 18.
Eventually, a genetic counselor came into the room with you and
your husband. He tried to explain to your shaking hands holding your
stomach, to your flushed cheeks, and to the trapped looks you sent to your
husband, that unfortunately your unborn child had extremely low chances
of survival, in pregnancy, let alone in life. In the most likely scenario, the
baby would die in the next 4-6 weeks. The seed you buried would not grow
or flourish.
You did not understand.
See, his words made sense, but they didn’t register in your mind,
considering your child was supposed to be a miracle. But something went
wrong inside of you. Somewhere along the way it must have been you that
painted your baby imperfectly, with deformities and genes jammed together like a child trying to make puzzle pieces fit.
Your baby will not survive, they said.
But you could not let him go.
So the weeks of the pregnancy dragged by like glass through your
skin. Your stomach did not expand at the rate it should with how far along
you were. But you obsessed over any growth you noticed. So finally, when
your skin began to swell, you cried of joy. But the more you learned, the
more you realized that the volume inside of your body, the expansion you
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prayed for, was just fluid in your son’s lungs. Was just abnormality, and that
size was not a promise of health. The doctors advised you to let him go.
But how could you do that when they showed you him on the ultrasound? When you could finally see his perfect, tiny face, growing inside
your womb? When you could watch every sign of life he administered: the
flex of his hand, or movement of his head?
Motion became a promise every day. That maybe the doctors were
wrong, and he wanted to live, and this was all just a mistake. That he was
healthy. He moved, and kicked, and seemed to dance inside of you. Maybe
all the pain you felt was not a waste.
Your belly stretched almost too far, your entire body bloated. You
felt like a balloon, but you absolutely loved it. Because every time you
touched your hand to your stomach, and felt the surface of your skin shift,
he was telling you that his fight isn’t over.
But eventually, the doctor confirmed the diagnosis through a blood
test. There was no denial you could entertain anymore. All you hoped for
then was to carry him to term, and that your womb, his home, would not
forsake him before you could hold him in your arms.
Shadows hung over Christmas that year. Although you usually
loved the multicolored lights, the decorations, the family time, and the celebration, it all seemed so trivial now. Everyday was a miracle, and a time of
suffering. Everyday you were supposed to feel lucky that your baby was still
alive inside of you, yet you knew it was only a matter of time. So each day
in December, you tried to come alive for your daughter and other son. You
tried to keep up with your family’s Christmas traditions, and you attempted
at maintaining the magic of the season for them. But every single activity,
spell of laughter, and piece of cookie dough stuck in the oven was absolutely agonizing. When there was happiness, it felt stolen from something
outside of yourself. Undeserved.
How could you smile, when there was the possibility of death
sprouting inside of you every single day?
Your husband started to pull away, manifesting your eating desire to
escape from that everyday torture. But you couldn’t escape it like he could,
because the grief was inside of you. You created it. Your daughter and son,
also, did not understand. They couldn’t comprehend what was wrong with
Mommy, or why she was always trying not to cry, or why she was acting
different. So you had to stay with them to reassure them that you were
okay, but your husband only had your back when he could handle it. And
he was all you could lean on.
It was January 26. You went to the hospital for the midwife appointment. Your son had been moving less inside of you than usual, but you
thought it was just because he was getting bigger. But the midwife could
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not find a heartbeat on the ultrasound. You started to entertain thoughts in
your mind: it was just because there was so much fluid, and they couldn’t
get a good reading; it was just because the midwife was flustered and new at
her job; they were just doing it wrong... Then suddenly the midwife glanced
up at you.
“I’m afraid he’s passed.”
Your husband was holding you in his arms, because you kept
screaming no, that he was just moving. Then they told you that that movement was just because of all of the fluid in your womb — he had just been
floating around and bumping against the walls of your uterus.
He was not alive.
Your husband kept telling you that you were a good mother. But
how could you be when you let this happen? You failed.
Weeks passed. After 8 months of carrying your son inside of you,
the doctors finally induced labor. The hours were grueling, and when it was
done, you allowed sorrow to flush over you. You couldn’t find your husband, but you realized he was just holding your son, and wrapping him in
blankets. Then you finally got to meet him. Hold him inside of your arms.
When you finally saw him, you were overcome with awe. Wonder. But also
fear of his delicacy.
You held him and kissed his face. Your son. He’s so much more
fragile than you’d think, for surviving this long. His stomach is shrunken
and rubbed raw. His elbow has lost its skin, and his skull bones have shifted
and already begun to sink in, and there’s blood on his face.
The doctors hadn’t warned you that he would be so breakable. They
didn’t tell you that you couldn’t bathe him, or dress him in the clothes you
brought for him. He was so beautiful, yet so small and so contorted. His
lips would never exhale any more breath, would never form themselves to
create the word “Mommy,” would never laugh.
His brother and sister came to meet him. His sister wasn’t ready to
see him like this, and neither were you. But you both held him anyway. You
wished you could hold him forever.
When it was time to leave, they brought you and your family to the
bereavement room to say goodbye. The hospital put a stuffed white bear in
the cot with him. You placed your hand on his hand, and it was so sunken
and cold. You and your husband cried over him, pressing lips to his head in
farewell. Your children didn’t know what to do or say.
The hospital made you sit in a wheelchair to leave, and that frustrated you. But they reminded you that you just had a child and you were
fragile as well. You were going to give his bear to his sister, but they put it
in your arms as your husband wheeled you out of the hospital. And you
couldn’t help it. You had to be selfish in that moment. Nothing will replace
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the feeling of your son in your arms, but it helped to clutch onto something. Especially as you yelled at yourself for leaving your son behind.
There was nothing left of him, but as a mother, you could never forgive
yourself for that.
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Hope

HANNAH C. LINDERT

Hawks
haven’t always held meaning
to my mother.
There was a time
when she would look at one
and not think of it as a messenger sent
from above.
There was a time when they were
just pretty birds,
majestic
as they flew through the sky.
But now,
every time she sees one,
she smiles
and winks
and says hi to Hope.

The day my mother lost her second daughter,
she looked out her window and saw a hawk
sitting on a branch.
She said it bowed its head
before it flew away.
And from that moment on,
she knew that Hope would never truly leave her.
I was two when hawks became
Hope
and cannot remember a time before that,
when they were just beautiful birds
soaring through the sky.

My mother taught me those birds were magic.
That they were sent to watch over me
protect me.
That they were Hope herself.
They show up everywhere.
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They show up everywhere.
Always watching,
as if cherishing the good times
and saving me from the bad:
on the drive to school,
on a telephone line after a car crash,
flying high over my graduation,
perched on the foul pole at my first
collegiate game.
They bring comfort,
and always a little bit of sadness when spotted.
But I smile nonetheless
because those hawks bring me
Hope.
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